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WORK OF COMMUNI
TY CHRISTMAS
ASSOCIATION

CHRISTMAS AT THE
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

No. 51

RED CROSS SEAL
WARTIME DRY ACT
B. &A. TRAINS
PROGRAM FOR MAINE 1920 BLACK THEATRICAL
IS CONSTITUTIONAL
CIRCUIT FOR
RETURN TO THE
FORMERSCHEDULE
AROOSTOOK

(Contingent on the Raising of $85,000.)
Washington. Dec;. 15— The wartime
Next Sunday morning the choir
1. Maintain and strengthen the
prohibition act was held constitutional
i under the direction of Mrs. H. \V.
existing tuberculosis work now being
Monday by the Supreme Court.
i Hughes will put on a special program
carried on by the local tuberculosis
Federal court decrees in New York
iof music appropriate to ’ the season
associations of the state.
dismissing proceedings brought by
I with Mrs, J. B. Maxell as organist,
2. Assist financially in making it
Dryfoos, Blum & Company to compel
i At six o’clock there will he a
possible
for physicians and nurses of
Christmas concert given
by the
p
In
*nternal revenue officials to permit
the State; to take free special clinical n e w
m e a ire s
10 De DUIll the withdrawal from bond of whiskey
hiskev
children and young people of
the
work
a t the
state
tuberculosis
lor beverage purposes, were affirmed
Bible School. The following is the
sanatoria at Presque Isle.
by the court.
program:
.'I
Provide
expert
consultation
service
In deciding
the question, the
Mr. Fred Barton
Scripture
on tuberculosis at the request of
Supreme court also dissolved injunc
Rev. H. C. Speed
Prayer
physicians in the several Counties of
tions restraining revenue officials
Four little Girls
Xmas Lullaby
the
state.
CJ. B. Churchill, of the Black from interfering with the removal from
Frances
Mansfield
After
one
change
of
time
on
the
Heading
A meeting of the Community Associ
4. Provide training in public health Theatres returned Monday from Bos- bond of about 70,000 000 gallons of
Mrs. Barton’s class running of trains on the B. &. A. It. It.
ation committee last Tuesday
was Song
The Titles of the King
Nine Boys last week and another contemplated nursing for nurses desiring to enter ton and says that they have definitely whiskey valued at approximately $75.-,
held to formulate plans for the ComMary McCready, Margaret change which was to go into effect this special branch of nursing service, decided upon a theatrical development. 000,000 held by the Kentucky dis:’
4minlty Christmas work which has Duett
Barnes ion Thursday, on account of the coal
a. Add to the staff of the Association jn Aroostook county. Mr. Black when tilleries and warehouse company of
been so successful in the past few
Speech
Earl Hays ; strike, both have been rescinded and a director of Public Health Nursing
Aroostook some time ago
had Louisville, Ky.
.years. The following officers were
Primary Exercise
'the old schedule, which was in effect and, >n cooperation with the American taken options for his company and
______________
•elected for the coming year: Mrs.
Recitation
George Barnes previous to Dec. 10th, and which has Be(I Cross, see that there is at least contemplated the erection of several
Annie Barnes, chairman; Mrs. Harry
Song
Mrs. Dunn’s class given Houlton such excellent train one public Health Nurse on duty in new theatres.
‘Crawford, secretary; W. H. Ormsby,
The Annual Christmas Program of
Reading
Beatrice Tingley ! service during the summer,
wa- oa<‘b County before the close of the
Theatres of the Black circuit are to
’treasurer; Mrs. Margaret Pennington
the Houlton Music Club will be held
Congregation 1resumed on Monday, Dec. 15.
year.
be established in Fort
Fairfield,
chairman o f .purchasing committee, “ Joy of the World”
on Thursday evening, Dec. 18th at
Primary Exercise
! it was only due to the interest of
6- Provide Medical Social Service in Presque Isle, Caribou and Van Buren.
Mrs. A. E. Astle, Mrs. Isabel Daggett;
Duett
Bertha McCready, Natalie Percy R. Todd o the B. & A. in Aroos- U™ State Tuberculosis Sanatoria. This This has been definitely decided and !
°™_e ° „ , _ rs;_B“.ck’ " j f ; hland Ave.
The reports showed excellent work
with Mrs. Elmer Churchill as chair
Smith i took County that people here were service will be the connecting link this decision entails the construction
•done. At Christmas time basket
man.
Exercise
Six Boys j able to have the old schedule put back between the State Sanatoria, State of several new theatres.
But the
dinners were sent to many families
Program as follows:
Solo
Veta Doak I so quickly after the settlement of Anti-Tuberculosis Association and the Black company does not expect to stop y Qcaj g Qj
a id at this time toys, mittens, stock
Adeste Fideles
Primary Song
: the coal strike, as in his position as doctors and nurses throughout the wjh four theatres in Aroostook and
° Ca
° °
ings, underwear, shoes, rubbers and
Mrs. Dalton
Beatrice Currie i District Director of the U. S. Railway state. It will also assist in providing plans more development of the thea-!
other clothing were sent to twenty- Reading
Piano Duet
Misses McKay & Hanson
Iva Wright, Beatrice |Administration with offices in Boston, suitable entertainment for the patients, trical business of the gret northern
Duet
one families. The list of names was
Miss Mulcaster
Gumming I and having had charge of all the coal esta,)1ish occupational therapy (work county.
The company has several Vocal Solo
with the Salvation Army
.
, .
Piano Solo
Miss Louise Buzzell
were on both
Two little boys that was transported over the rail
Phase of treatment) and assist other places, in addition to those men
Boys’ Quartette : Phil Dempsey, John
Hot*. Those
divided the Army!
Benediction
roads in New' England, he was in a Patients whose worries about “ condi- tioned, under consideration.
Houghton, Lloyd Berry, Phil Churchill
MBdlns 28
and ’ the Com-! In the afternoon a committee of position to have the old schedule put ; *ions at hom e” are retarding recovery.
Plans have already been drawn for
manity Christmas 21 baskets.
'fifty men and women win visit a11 the ; back on the B. & A. before many of, 7- Installation of Modern Health
two new’ theatre buildings and there
g_
Van da Water
Besides the Christmas work, during homes of the parish to Promote the ; the other roads which have cut down Crusade work in all
schools of the ihay be a number of others constructMrs. Grant
work and finances of the church, the number of trains, will get back state. The “ Crusade'’ provides incen- ed by the company in Aroostook. Mr.
the year many children have been
Ladies Trio: Holy Night
Prehl
Last year this was done with great to normal. Another reason wrhy the tive to children to
acquire
health Black plans on a fine circuit that will
clothed and thus enabled to attend
Medames
Hughes,
Grant,
Fairbanks
blessing to the several interests ; b . & A. was able to return to former habits by introducing the elements of j()jn the great circuit that he has built
eehool, and much suffering has been
Vocal Solo
involved.
This program of “ Enlist- I conditions so soon w’as that ow’ing to Pla.v and competition.
'up in New England and which now'
Ifslleved among the worthy
poor
The Star of Bethelhem
Adams
ment” is in line with the “ New World the foresight of Mr. Todp, when the ; Over LOOO school children of Maine comprises, or will in the near future,
people.
Miss Cleveland
The Community
Christmaswork \M o v e m e n t,in which the denoinina-; coal shortage commenced to effect the a™ already doing daily health “ chores” more than 50 houses, several of which
Piano Solo
Selected
work of the Salvation j tion as a whole is engaged.
railroads, the B. & A. had coal as members of the Crusade Movement. are now in process of construction.
Prof. Lindsay
Army, of the Red
Cross Civilian
enough to last them into the early
Vocal Solo
relief,
the philanthropis committee .
spring,
but the ruling that roads
O Little Town of Bethlehem
Post
Every man who was in the military
of the Houlton Woman’s Club. It is | At the regular meeting of Houlton j having
a surplus of coal should divide
The local market remains quiet
Mrs. Hughes
or naval service of the United States
hoped and planned that these organiza-j Grange held Saturday. Dec. 13, the with those not having any, made the with few offerings.
Chorus: Christmas Hymns and Carols
during the late war, and who on
lions, by working together this year i 3rd and 4th degrees were conferred curtailment necessary,
Buyers are paying $4.00 for Cobblers
account of such service is not physical
oven more systematically than former-; on a class of 13 candidates.
After the first change in time,
and $4.15 for Mountains.
ly fitted to engage at once in a gainful
ly, may effectually aid and better the
The
Auxiliary
work
and
the effective Dec. 10, as was stated in
Report comes that the demand for
occupation should at once notify the
conditions of Houlton’s unfortunate j Tableaux were exceptionally well : last weeks issue the Merchants Assn.
A Vesper Service will be held Sun'and Chamber of Commerce took up Main* Potatoes is increasing and that ” m~‘au of War Risk Insurance **
done.
ones to a larger degree.
ln day, Dec. 21, at 4 o’clock, at the Con
from
now
on
the
price
will
show
a
At the dinner hour the Grange with the B. & A. the matter o f a
^
Washington, D. C.
The need is greater than usual tills
gregational Church, under the auspices
i!;ir in<
iriitr(p ik
p
The New York aild
listened
to
remarks
by
Mr.
Revis,
change
in
that
schedule,
which
would
shni.ai
a.
t
Under the law
this
Bureau
year, and the committee
soliciting
of
the Houlton Music Club. A collecsupplies are about ex- charged with providing for service tioa will be taken at the 8ervice for
money and food, toys and clothing State Organizer of the Anti-Tubercu-! allow people from the west more time Michigan
losis Association and Miss
Knight.! in Houlton, and the B. & A. mange- hausted>and the Maine stock will now men discharged
w.„ because
_
ask for a generous response.
of disability the Christmas Community Fund.
County
Nurse.
:
ment
very
considerately
went
over
the
;
be
drawn
heavily
upon.
The
Bureau
lllt.urred
in
active
service in the line
Distributing committee: Mrs. Robert
Program :
At the afternoon session, the Grange ! facts and kindly decided to put into °* Maikets has piepand a review o f ,0f duty, compensation and free medical
Lawlis, Frances Richards, Virginia
Voluntary
schedule which was (,rop conditions in New
England, treatment until suoh time as they are
Donnell, Beatrice Putnam, Marguerite voted to give $100.00 to the work of j effect the same
'hristmas Carol
Houlton Music Club
[the Anti-Tuberculosis Association f o r , in effect during the war, and this " h h h sa>s of th< Maine potato crop. ^res(0recj (0 physical fitness. During
Astle.
Responsive Reading
andMaine potatoes exceed
the October the summer of 11)18
there was a
The following workers have been its work. They also voted $15 for j schedule had been completed
Hymn
1 estimate by a million bushels. The general combing out
of the military
appointed for the churches, each act the free Xmas dinner of the Salvation |time tables were under way until the
Prayer
the |resumption as above stated
was Maim* crop is estimated at 22.950.000 training camps of the country’ in an I DUet
HolyNight
ing as chairman from the churches Army and $15 to the work of
i decided on Saturday noon.
bushels, compared with 21,812.000 Oe- eff0rt to bring up the standard of
Medames Grant and Fairbanks
represented: Miss Sara Mulherrin, Community Xmas Association.
The following officers for 1920 were:
Houlton people appreciated the tober 1 and 2i,678,000. the 191.M917 physical fitness, and many men dis- Solo: Angels’ Song
Catholic; Mrs. C. V. Chandler, MethDressier
Otiiat; Mr*. L S
Black, Congrega-1 then elected: Master, Ira J. Porter; necessity of curtailment and made up 1 .-erage. Quality is generally good, charged at that time may be unaware
Mrs. Hughes
tlonal; Mr*. Fred
Barton, First Bap- Overseer. A. G. Merritt;
Lecturer, <their minds to do their share toward except tor some rot o v e r the entire ol- their rights under an act
of Violin Obligato
Mr. Robinson
tlit; Mrs. W. H.
Ormsby, Free Bap- Jessie Henderson;
Steward. Harry helping out.
under last weeks sched- State. Aroostook yields and produc- congress to compensation for
dis- Christmas Poem
Rev, Thompson
list; Mrs F. A.
Nevers, Episcopal: jMcGinley; Assistant Steward, Maurice ale, but were pleased with the change tion shows a small in< rease trom last ability and medical attention
and Solo: Nazareth
Mr. Archibald
Mrs. T. V. Doherty, Unitarian. There jDuff; Chaplain, John Crawford; Treas. made, as requested for the schedule month, hut most ot th • gain comes hospital treatment where necessary. Christmas Carol
Houlton Music Club
is a greater need of assistance this|G; W. McGinley; Fin *Sec’y.. Pearl ' which was to have gone into effect from bigger yields in other counties.
( asf,s 0j- this or a like nature v j 0ijn Solo: Souvenir
Drdln
than earlier estimates indicated. Av- sjlouj(j j,e brought immediately to the
year and it is hoped the response j Crawford: Rec. Sec’y., Nan Atchison; this week and the resumption of th
Mr. Robinson
w ill be a generous one
?Gate Keeper, W. S. Scribner; Ceres,
old service was
more
than they erage yield tor the State is 22;» bush- attention of the Bureau of War Risk Solo
S looted
Insurance
Advisory committee: Mrs. G. B- Mrs. Ira J. Porter; Pomona,
Alice expected, and they feel
as though els. compared with 2<'l in 1918.
Miss Marion Cleveland
I he Produce News says:
Term Insurance (War Time InsitrDann, Mrs. W. C. Donnell, Hon. T. V. Scribner; Flora, Lucil L. McIntosh; Aroostook was being well looked after
Male Quartette
Lady
Assistant
Steward,
Ruth
Barton,
by
Mr.
Todd
and
his
associates,
in
A
strong
and
advancing
market
was
ac.ce),
if it has lapsed, may he easily
Doherty.
Offertory
The Grange voted to indorse the their recent prompt action, and feel the feature of the week. County prices reinstated within eighteen months
Committee on schools: Mrs. C. V.
Hymn
Chandler, Mrs. Thos. Whiteside, Mrs. ! Townsend Highway Bill. At the next very grateful for what they have done, are advancing out of proportion to from date of discharge, by stating in
Messrs. Archibald and Lindsav at
Fred Hall, Miss Josephine Mulherrin, Imeeting, Dec. 27 the Grange will in the prompt resumption ot the old ),i ir,.s realized here. Some lots have the application that the applicant is the Organ.
Miss Alice Porter, Mrs. Harry Mooers. carryout a Home Economics program, schedule.
arrived chilled andfrozen and had
to in as goodhealth
as at date of
t)(1 S(,t|](i(j tor .,f a iOWer price, but discharge, and bv the pavment of
Soliciting and Investigating com-1 The next entertainment in the
mittee: Mrs. W . J. Butler, Mrs. S. K. j Grange course will be given Dec. 26.
on prime Maine
Cobblers.
$5.75(?/' only two months’ premiums on the
8onle, Mrs. Ellen Mooers, Mrs. Austin , The Fighting
Americans,
a male
Although he was able to stay the
,H>r ^
baK< c'ov,‘r‘‘(1 the hulk amount of insurance to he reinstated
Hun, Mrs. W. Hoyt, Dora Berrie, Mrs. quartet will furnish the program.
limit in the double six bout which o1' trading although yard sales in a And this term insurance (War Time
W . Burt, Mrs. H.
MIshou.
Elinor!
--------------------was the feature of the boxing classh moderate jobbing way were reported Insurance) may he converted into one
The regular meeting of Rockabema
of
Government
Whiteside, Mrs. H. O. See. Mrs J
staged at the Hevwood Theatre on up to $6 on 11 perk hags, while hulk of several forms
Lodge
Thursday brought out a large
N. Adams, Mrs. H. Smart, Mrs. S.
()t- stock, iso lbs., brought
$6(fr6.15; policies,
Thursday night, young O’Brien
attendance,
the occassion being 4he
Hamilton, Mrs. Helen Marden, Mrs.
Fancy Maine Green
hHV(, Bangor was outclassed in every rarelv $6.25.
annual
meeting
also an initiation of
G. Hagerman, Mrs. Geo. Hall. Mrs. W.
The Salvation Army kettles
Mountains if here would pre' ably ex
a class of 8 candidates.
B. Gibson, Virginia Donnell, Edna I been on the street or a week for department >y oo or o
"
ceed those figures hut very
w of the
The following nominations were
Gentle, Mrs. Geo. Nickerson. Mrs. W. collection or the Christmas Dinner for put ul) on‘* 01 the l Iassl,‘st }o\ing latter are closely graded.
exhibitions seen here for a long time.
recorded:
N. G.. Alex Gumming; V.
Mrs.
R.
j
the
poor,
money
has
been
coming
in
Cu t , Mrs.
H.
Edblad.
Southern second crop pr atoes have
Pooler floored his opponent several
G.,
Chas.
E.
Atherton; Sec., Alton E.
Whitney, Mrs. Mason, Mrs. Pond, Mrs. . very slow. On account of the high cost
At the annual meeting of Houlton
times and showed much skill in his advanced in sympathy with the gen
Carter;
Treas..
F. W. Gary; Trustees
L. Ellis, Mrs. Clara Niles, Mrs. S. |of living the need of money will he
eral market and with most of the sup Canton held Tuesday evening. Dec. 9.
B. B. McIntyre, Geo. B. Hunter and
Dffnkwater. Mrs. H. Wise. Mrs. greater than before. The Salvation ability to e\ade the \icious upp<
Col.
E.
E.
Seates
of
Fort
Fairfield
was
cuts sent in his direction and
his ply now in strong hands, there is very
Guy C. Porter.
Murray Russell, Mrs. F. Drinkwater,, Army has its trained Officers to do
lighting counter blows which always little pressure to sell and prices present and officially inspected the
Owing to the large amount of
Mrs. Hull, Mrs. Gosman, Mrs. M. relief work, they have done this kind
on Cobblers and Me- Ganton. A large number were present.
ranged $5fa 5
landed effectively.
business in hand, it was voted to hold
Jackins. Mrs. C. Hay, Mrs. E. L. Cleve- of work for so long, and therefore
This being the period of nomina
O'Brien put up a good scrap and Pormicks with some lots reaching
two sessions this week.
land, Mrs. Gellerson, Mrs. W. D. Nason,1understand how to investigate, so that
tion of officers or the new year, the
lie
huge
crowd
$5.5o.
On
the
peach
blows
and
tlu
was
commended
InMrs. Hazen Nevers.
only the needy ones get it.
.
™
fm. j.Jc ii-imines’ in n lomua other varieties tile selling range is following were named:
The Salvation Army stands readv to
,us Minims.^ iu >>
11 ^
Th * Treasurers report showed a
Capt., Clyde L. Drew; Lieut.. Olin
bout, in which he never had a chance. $4*;... with ordinary lots going as low
balance on hand from last year $131.89 do all the relief work. Will you help
B.
Smart; Ensign, James S. Peabody:
The semi-final with Grant and Marty as $:Co ::.5u on the .lock at first of the
At the last regular meeting of th°
and collected for 1919 $237.64. with them to help others? The Army is
Accountant. ^ ^ q j>
following officers were
Smilh. two local aspirants lasted “ too w,“ 'k N'' " Vork State potatoes are Clerk, Frank Skofield;
expenditures of $351.11.
not putting out envelopes, they only
Smith being
knocked
out b'dd with more confidence and one Then. J. Fox.
elected
for
the
ensuing year:
The cooked food, vegetables, pickles, have the kettles on the street and (iul
through the ropes in the first round
*«>ld on the dock yesterday at $6
Past
Warden.
Sadie E. Smith:
jellies, w ill be collected Tuesday fore- the boxes in the stores.
Captain
and ;i"ver cam0 hack.
'n
lb. sacks. Pennsylvania stock
den,
Alice
Ormsby;
Sec’y.
Mary
noon, Dec. 23. On Wednesday. Dec. Farmer announced that he is not
bringing higher juices here.
Warden. Annie E. Newell: Vice War24 the baskets and parcels will be *sending out any letter appeals this
Grant, who is styled th<
,
, . ,
, , ,,
,
fi,■11)iniim is t,..;,,.. wntched
with but shipping sections are asking a
packed at the Red Cross .rooms and ; year, but he hopes that those who <tnunpion. is ix mg
'Hit
diow will,lows Of Houlton’s
Fin’ Se<>’’ Annie Hutchinson:
pi i'
that would make the stock cost
distributed. All needy families should have been in the habit of sending interest by manyadmirers at the box
business plan-* are boginniUK to take Troosttror. Idolla Stover;
Chaplain.
$7 laid down in New York. Some
l i t
.
.
Hope Wise;
Guide, Bertha Case:
be reported early to the committee donations through the mail will do so .
game, he has all th° ear m irks
on it holiday asjieet, some esjiecially
Canadian jiotatoes on the market, hut
from the churches or to Mrs. C. P. again this year
without
waiting. 1of abattler whoknows how
to ink '
handsome displays being noticed.
Guardian, Cora L. Davis; Sentenal.
Demon.
Make out your check today and mail (,are othimself in the
ring ami one they are not closely graded and sell
As a rule the stores have provided ^ erbei’t Smith, Trustees, Theo.
J.
at 154/ 25e hag below the general price
Fox. WT. W
------------to Captain Farmer or telephone 29S-M who i-: ready to takeadvantage ot
McDonald.
Chas.
C.
the
usual
large
stock
of
holiday
goods
and the Captain will call and get it. an-v openi ng to d e l i v e r a telling blow. on Maines. Long Island jiotatoes are and with good weather the few remain >fewell.
held at higher jiriees. Mo>t of those
____________ _
'
Davis, an old time boxer, g ave c x c e ]
Installation takes jilace on Friday.
ing days before ('hristmas will be a

N W TllP/lIfPC

Trains Now Running Same
as Before the Coal
Strike

flection of Officers and die
flans for (Present
Season

lip Rllllt

and Other to be Taken
Over

HOULTON MUSIC CLUB

compared
Uflt and about six names
were
baskets

Xmas BeIls

as a

j

supplements the
and

HOULTON GRANGE

POTATOES

A WORD TO FORMER SOLDIERS

VESPER SERVICE

ROCKABEMA LODGE
NO. 78 I. 0. 0. F. HOLDS
ANNUAL MEETING

BOXING EXHIBITION

^

SALVATION ARMY
CHRISTMAS DINNER

HOULTON CANTON
NO 28 P. M. INSPECTED
BY COL. SCATES

N. E. 0. P. ELECTS OFFICERS

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING EARLY

AROOSTOOK COUNTY
FARM BUREAU FEDERATION OF
The Aroostook County Farm Bureau
FARMERS LOCAL 19
vGrich was organized at Houlton.

lent satisfaction as the third man in ('()iuing now were jmrehased earl y in
the season and re go i ng into sjieeial
Pooler 1ms been signed for
two trade channels t $6 (J?!6.50 bag.

Jan. 2nd.
busy time for the clerks.
The “ Slioj) Early" slogan, if heeded,
will work for good all around as
The Lulow Local No. 19, Aroostook bouts, one to he held in Houlton on
Ifevem ber 19. is steadily growing.
patrons will find better stocks to select
On Wednesday at 7.00 P. M., Mr.
During the last week neighborhood Federation of Farmers has
been Christmas Day when Pal Lorraine will
from, and clerks will not he rushed Qeorge F
B. Wiggins and Miss
meetings, were held at Cary’s Mill, organized Nov. 18 at Houlton.
; be his opponent, and the other at
as at the last minute.
Bernice W. Armstrong were united in
Hedgdon, and two in Bridgewater, by
The corporation is located at Ludlow Fort Fairfield on New Year's
Day
During the last three months there
marriage by the Rev. Thomas WhiteA set. County Agent Philbrick. These I Capital stock, $50,000; all common; against an opponent not yet named,
side
at the Methodist 'pamonage.
has
arrived
in
this
eounfrv
from
meetings bring the total membership nothing paid in; per value, $10; shares
These boxing exhibitions are being
The bride and groom were un
subscribed, 16. President, Roxdale S. staged by “ Wild Bill” Fleming and Germany. 4820 tons ot Potash to lx
o f the Bureau up to 290.
attended and the single ring ceremony
to stimulate
an
in
manufacture of fertilizer
Several cases of shoplifting in HoulNeighborhood meetings to talk B. Adams, Smyrna; treasurer. R. A. ' Louis, Ginsberg
was used.
in
this
country.
over the Farm Bureau will be held in N1*®n. Smyrna; clerk, Fred S. AAams, interest in the sport
and if -th/
fon stores have been detected lately,
This popular young Houlton couple
Ludlow, Smyrna. Hodgdon and Bridge- Smyrna; directors, R. A. Nixmf of j proper
support is given themthey
This was received by the reju-e
hut out of consideration for those
week
Smyrna, Albert Ai. Smithof Ludlow, ■jjrojiose to bring some of the fastest sentative of
the German
Potash involved no jirosecution has been made will make their home here and their
The first issue of the Aroostook Rexdale S. B. Adams of Smyrna, A. j men in New England here in the near Syndicate for
United
States
and hut patience ceasing to be a virtue numerous friends wish them the
utmost happiness and success in their
County Farm Bureau News has just L - Sanford of Ludlow,
Leland G. |future.
Canada and
has been or will be as the thefts still continue.
married life.
been sent out to a large number of Adams- R°Ber G- McGary. H. N. Coilier,;
,
------------------distributed for use by the different
Several of the stores are employfarmers. The Agent will be glad to ,
Adams and M. L. Bean, all j Blaine Brackett, one of the proprie- companies.
jng detectives and those who are
send you a sample copy If you wish °* Smyrna.
Purposes, the
usual j tors of the Snell House barber shop
In addition to this, there is now on t caught in the future helping thembusiness of a branch of the Aroos- ! has sold his half interest to George the way from
Hamburg,
Germany \selves, will have an opportunity of
Good winter weather has prevailed
—
took Federation of Farmers. Approved |Stevens who has been employed for a cargo of 2000 gross tons which will ! explaining things to Judge Archibald, jduring* the past week"
Friends of Mrs. C E. Calvin will Dec. 8.
some time in the Thomas barber shop he used for fertilizer in Aroostook
; Thursday the thermometer struck
regret to learn o f her critical condition
and assumed his ownership Saturday. County.
L. M. Lamb, who has been visiting ! zero and on Saturday was 30 above
4efU>wlng an operation at the AroosHartley Stewart of Fort Fairfield The business will in the future be
This information will be good news Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Grant, sailed!with rain followed by three inches
lo o t Hospital, to which she submitted ! was the guest of his parents, Mr. and conducted by Harry Crafts and M l i for the farmers in this country, who from St. John, on Dec. 13th, for his 1snow Sunday. Monday zero again and
loot week.
Mrs. A. A, Stewart.
Stevens.
1need it for the coming season.
Jhome in London, England.
Tuesday 8 below with 5 below at noon.

WIGGINS-ARMSTRONG

GERMAN POTASH
REACHES U. S.

SHOP LIFTERS
KUST WATCH OUT

WEATHER THE PAST WEEK

#
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adi musl
years. Says a recent writer: "His remai nder of the world by automobile. . in uc 1 t i
e ha ve spent m up-kcep of friendU . S. R. R, A D M I N I S T R A T I O N
'idled, f
a.id low ship this past
niche is on back farms, remote from Whe n Calais is reached one finds a be kept,
Established April lit, I860
year, and what the
I
D irector G eneral of R ailroads
good hi ghway across .Maino and so os ingly t u,
1 if il i
dur >.
railway,
where
farming
is
s
i
r
r
m
L
.
i
y
budget for the coming year should
A LL T H E HOME NEW S
throughout N o w England and the At id
lie.'.
11
i
to
lumber
production.
T
hese
larnic:
s
v.
e
lira
r
e:
|
,
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bilities once in a while. Some make
increased, and extra care should be beef.
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On the same principle friendships background, hut have the word of1this list very often, for personal satis
taken.
which are not given due attention, and fi(r,’al at the bottom of the plate.
The papers last week contained
faction, solin' only occasionally, to friends who are left too much to them- — 1. _
B E L G IU M ’S G U M P T IO N
______ — — — ■
numerous accounts of disastrous fires
The courage with which Belgium strike a balance. But in either case selves lose interest, courage and affec
in several cities and towns, and if
There.' is
met the invading Germans when the 'wherever yen find these items placed tion in a large degree.
Houlton is to continue in the list of
war began is matched today by the in order for summing up. you will find seldom likelihood in these days so full Daily Becoming Less W earisom e to
OSTEOPATH
towns in which, to a greater degree,
Many in Houlton
of business that friends will be too
grit with which she faces tin* prob
G ra d u a te A m e ric a n School o f O stoopathy
in which few fires occur, continued
one item called "Upkeep.'' and a very
lems of industrial rehabilitation. The
closely followed, too much waited up
With a hack that aches all day.
K irk sv ille , Mo.
few fires occur, continued vigilance i
important item it is. Any person who
S u ite 10-11 N e w M asonic Building
situation in that remarkable little
on; it is more likely that we will find
With
rest
hlsturbed
at
night,
along prevention should be kept up.
J
country is of interest to all Ameri purchases a thing and expects it to re- if we think about it that we have
Hours 9 to 12— 2 to 5
Annoying urinary disorders,
Althugh nothing has developed along ,
H
O
U
L
T
O
N , M A IN E
cans if only because figures gathered { main in perfect, condition under usage drifted away from the ('lose relations
Tis a weary way, nideed.
the line of lower insurance
rates,'
by the United States department of or even if put away ever so nicely of former times insensibly to our
Doan’s
kidney
pills
are
especially
those working on the matter have not j
commerce show that Belgium is the
counts without, his host. And any firm selves, and become less kind, less for kidney trouble.
yet given up hope that something may i
a fifth market of the world for Americonsiderate than we should have been
Are indorsed by Houlton citizens.
yet be done to secure quite
{that expects its business to run withO FFIC E A T R E8ID EN C E
i can goods, and that during the first
and too much wrapped up in ourselves.
Mrs. Margaret Colton, 122 Military
reduction along this line.
129 Main St. Houlton, Me.
|nine months of this year our sales ; out attention to replacements and re This is the time of stock taking; why St., Houlton, says: “ I was suffering
The results which carefulness in
[made an average of $37 for every pairs makes the same had mistake not take stock ourselves, of how much from a weak and disordered condition
fires will produce will be a great help
total of more than $283,- [ Up-keep means paint
and
varnish
of my kidneys for some time. My back
In securing the desired reduction, and j ,3/e^ i/an’ a
000,000
!
sometimes;
rest
and
recreation
somewas weak and when I lifted anything,
while carelessness may affect only the
Corner Pleasant Street and
Last September the output of Bel
sharp, shooting pains darted through
Individual owner directly, it will be
I times; it means continual looking over
Highland Are.
gian coal reached 88 per cent, of the
it. Some days I could hardly get
a hindrance in accomplishing the
to
see
where
weak
spots
are
develop
output of the Belgian mines for the
your mouth taste9
through with my work. The action of
object of reduced insurance rates,
DR. L. P. HUGHES
like all the mean
corresponding month of 1913, and ing or weak place's coming to light
my kidneys was irregular and I also
which are bound to come if the
things you ever did—
this In spite of the condition in which it means continual care to hold all
mixed together, then
suffered from dizzy headaches. I be
record already established continues,
Hansford W. Shaw
Seth S. Thornton
the Germans left the mines and of concerned to standards; and it means
you need Beecham's
gan using Doan’s Kidney Pills and was
and the town can officially conform
the shortage of labor. Moreover, inPills. Your mouth is a good indication
soon relieved. I still take them oc
to a few minor restrictions.
incidentally in a business concern con of the condition of stomach and bowels.
|asmuch as before the war some councasionally
as a preventative and they
ATTO RNEY8
j tries depended upon Belgian coal and siderable money for expenses and
W H A T WOOD SAID AT GARY
keep my kidneys normal.”
Prompt
attention
to all business
repairs.
This
item
is
never
forgotten
tast what Major General Leonard ! Belgium had pledged herself to cxPrice 60c, at all dealers.
Don’t Houlton,
Main*
when
a
really
business
person
sits
Wood did at Gary to nip strike riot- ; port a certain proportion ot hm^prosimply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Sold everywhere.
Probate matters have Special
duct, she has of late consistently down to see where he really stands in
fng in the bud has been veiled In a
In boxer,
Doan’s Kidney Pills— the same that
Attention
j adhered to that policy, although it relation to his profit or loss.
mystery that Is gradually being dis
10c., 25c.
Mrs. Colton had. Foster-Milburn Co.,
Did
you
ever
stop
to
think
that
there
|has involved In some cases a short
sipated. It seems that one of his first
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
Largest Sale of A n y Medicine In the W orld
must he an up-keep in the social world
age in her own industries.
acts was to summon John F. Fitzpa
The passenger traffic on Belgian as well as in he business World or
trick, one ol the strike leaders.
D E N T IS T
railways for nine months ot 1919 -.ooner 01 latter out' loses out even
“Mr. Fitzpatrick,” said Wood, “ I
sl^jws an increase of about 10 per when feeling most secure? Did you
Fogg Block
am here on behalf of the Govern
1cent, over the corresponding period ever step to think that just getting a
ment to see that any man who wants
' of 1913. Freight receipts also show friend, or making an acquaintance is
to work shall do so without fear; and
N ow sold in a new waxed board
; an increase, but this is more appar only the beginning of the thing we call
that any man who does jiot want to
O S TE O PA TH IC P H Y 8IC IA N
package
— a great improvement
ent than real, because the tariff is social life, just as the purchase of an
work shall refrain without fear— if
double that of six years ago. Never auto or the opening of a store is the
8ulte 22, Mansur Block
over
the
old
lead
package
we have to shoot the man who inter
theless the showing is remarkable in very beginning of that sort of transac
Tel.
156
Houlton, Maine
feres with either.”
that for months in the present veer tion? Perhaps the social up-keep of
W e do not know what the employ
many roads were entirely out of life is even more important than the
ers thought of this pronouncement.
FREDERICK
commission and only of late has a material, because1 one can, if the worst
It Is said that Fitzpatrick went imme
CHIROPRACTOR
traffic approximately normal become comes to worst, be so beautifully
diately to his associates and said,
balanced socially that much else is
possible.
Chiropractic
Adjustments Remove tbe
“Boys, It’s all right; w e r e going to
More significant than all else, per- forgiven and overlooked. A person who
Cause of Disease
get a square deal,” which would seem
haps, has been Belgium’s success i” js loo per cent efficient, as a friend
Suite 8-9 Mansur Block
Houlton
to indicate what the strikers thought
can
he
ve r y
shabby
handling her labor problem. Strikes somet i mes
of it. But we do know that the vast
have been rare, settlements almost materi al l y, \ery slow on repairs and no
majority of the American people feel
Sold only in sealed packages
always reasonable. The population one may notice it, so much more jm
that General Wood put the whole
U N D E R T A K E R and LICENSEO
a
is 7,600,000; from Jan. 1 to Aug. 1 portant is the ot her thing'. As
complicated question of strikes into a 1
EM BALM ER
there were 194 strikes affecting 733 concrete illustration, a sea? in a f l i vver
nutshell when he spoke as he did. It
124
Room 10 Mansur Block, Phone 51.-M
establishments, and hut 42.470 work offered with the downri ght cordi al i ty
may be that this Is the reason why
Res. 17 Elm St., Phone 381-M
men. Of the strikes 29 ended in favor of the real friend, is pref erabl e to the
Wood is so far In the lead as a pres- j
of the strikers and 37 in favor of the finest upholstery which is not kept
identlal candidate.
\
same
employers, while 108 settled by ar soft by real kindness, fi’ hat
principle worked cut anot her way is
bitration
ended
in
an
acceptable
com
S TA R T SAVING NOW
some
promise.
And this industrial hive what causes one to turn to
One of this country's most success
of a country was counted upon by person wlio may be old and humble
ful business men recently said:
the Bolshevists as fertile soil
for but whose sympat hy is sweet when
“Make a list of the extra things you
trouble o ver t akes one.
their seed-sowing.
must k r r ’v or do In ov'l°r to earn a
Friendship is a thing whi " h needs
larger salary; then pu
your spare
constant nourishing, constant food to
N E W B R U N S W IC K A L IV E
time and energy on the problem of in
TO H IG H W A Y N E E D S keep it nourishing and alive. It is net
creasing your bank account.”
enough to know that once one had a
At last New Brunswick is to have a
That is sound advice for any young
friend and to take it for granted that
man. Should you not have a bank ac highway outlet from St. John, in that
no mat t er what comes that sentiment
count now, start one today, with only nro ince, to Calais, in Maine, which
will onduie. T i me and chanee work
a dollar If that Is all you can spare. .spans that after years of agitation its -tran.ce et' tVts as days and years go
A man who makes only $10 a week citizens are to be abb* to enjoy tour
by: absmiee and neglect make sad i n
and saves a dollar of it is making ing in the United States, something
roads upon patience and upon thought:
more than the man who makes $100 that has been nearly impossible in the
carlessness has done more to destroy
past. The greater part of New Bruns
a week and saves nothing.
l ove than e v e r wickedness did. More
Buy on the budget plan. If you wick’s population is in its southern
fri endshi ps have died for lack of up
have never kept an accuont of our and eastern sections, in these art1 the
keep than any ot her reason. It is net
personal expenditures do so for six larger centers of St. John, tin metrop
months; then you will know how olis; Fredericton, the capital; Mom
much you waste and one of the first ton, jts great railroad headquarters,
signs of wisdom for any man is to and many other places. TniM'i" fro in
these cities has to go across to C al'"
know how much he wastes.
W hen a child suffers from
Apply at the banks near you for in over almost impassable roads, except
the slig h test exposure
formation or literature on personal in favorable weather conditions, or
finance. Every bank will give it to has to follow the St. John River to and is thin, listless and
{Woodstock. N. B., a long distance north
you or tell ou where to find it.
Plan your investments in advance and then into Maine through Hou'ton easily tired, that child
with at least as much enthuMa«m as and then south to Bangor and Fort- ought to receive plenty of
This Long Sweeping Buick Cantilever
land.
Its great length Ins hem a
you plan your vacations abroad.
Spring,
With Its Fourteen Broad
Every man should be a dreamer, a tremendous barrier and the roads in
Heavy
Leaves,
Abounds In Comfort
colossal dreamer, but the greater the some places are poor.
On the other hand there is no escape
dreamer the less his .usefulness until
It absorbs hundreds of jolts,— It eliminates
north. One may go up along tin1 east
he has beneath him a solid basis.
Money is good for nothing but to ern shore of New Brunswick to Camp
thousands o f jars and distributes pleasing com
bellton where he finds an almost fin
make your dreams come true.
fort with equal care to both front and rear seats,
Start saving now.
passable highway ahead of him i t
regularly. It is an essential
so smooth in action, that ea ch passenger is
Quebec. In other words the provin 1
\
factor in the health records of
thrilled with its dependable performance.
has been virtually marooned from U
18 T H E OX COMING BACK
thousands
of
children.
Given
Seldom have the praises of the ox 1 standpoint of roads and these poo ■
Such efficiency is not only the result o f con
regularly, with or after meals,
been sung. Yet he was the animal {thoroughfares have served as an e in '
struction, but is obtained thru the well balanced
of universal service In the days of ly effective harrier for Nova Scot a it helps keep them in normal
position in which each spring is hung to the
the pioneers Blast and West, and the j Now things are to be changed, Urn weight, vigorous and spirited.
sturdy
Buick frame.
adventurers who migrated over the ■worm has turned, and New Brum - Try s c o r r s fo r your boy e r gfrf.
Alleghanles, then beyond the Mis { wick is to have a new highway be
For Buick engineers by their modem methods
The Norwegian cod-liver oil used
sissippi. and finally across the prai 1 tween St. John and Calais which wll1 in Scott's Emulsion is super-refined
o
f manufacture have placed upon this unit the
our ou,n American laboratories.
ries, hitched their wagon not only to I effectively release all of this pent up in
Its purity and quality is unsurpassed.
responsibility
o f the full load o f each car’s
a star, but to slow, sure, safe, strong I traffic and give it a chance to see tho
Scott&Bowne,Bloomfield,N.J. 19-31
capacity—
a
duty
in which quality and endur
ox-teams. The ox was almost the
ance sc1reliably work hand in hand.
only draught anmal. Coarse fare he
converted into amazing amounts of
power. Reliable as Gibraltar he of
fered abundant compensations for
that slowness of movement which
has exposed him to ridicule.
Now that many say the tractor Some folks a it fortunate enough always to breathe pure air, and
never get run down by overwork or exposure. Even these lucky
and the motor truck are to super people do not always escape the contagious colds which prevail at
sede the draught horse it may be certain seasons to such an extent as to be almost epidemic. It
that the ox is about to “come back.” is wise to be prepare*.’ for trouoies of thL nature in our climate, and
H e became almost extinct at the the one all-important thing is to have at hand a safe, efficient and
reliable remedy to warn off the trouble and danger of such an attack.
start of the twentieth century, but
For sixty years “ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine has been a household
now his numbers again are increas standby for emergencies of this kind. It starts up the liver and
j
ing. Through the war he helped great bowels, prevents congestion, and restores the functions to their
normal condition. If you have never used it, get a 50 cent bottle
ly in producing the biggest field crop
from your dealer, or write for a free sample to the
the northeastern states had grown in;
*‘ L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.
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MORAL; EAT AN APPLE
The subject of food is and ever will

he a subject of intense interest to all
aud sundry. If man must live, man
must eat. The only question, there
fore, open to debate is just what and
hew, and starting with this apparently
simple material, long and fierce are the
battles that have raged.
The public has passed through the
siege o f the nothing-but-cooked-food
cranks, the nothing-but-raw-food fans,
and the one-hundred-chews-to-a-bite ad
vocates; and now the apple, with one
fell swoop, demolishes— on paper, at
]eest~~~the hopes and expectations of
the dentist, the doctor, and the beauty
specialist.
According to the apple growers of
Idaho, Washington and Oregon, the
apple is it, containing all the medicinal
and food values so highly praised by
dietitians.
These grwers are conducting a reg
ular campaign to educate the public
on the all-important question of the
apple.
” An apple eaten at night,” they as
sert, “ is a splendid scourer of the
teeth.” And to the sufferer from rheu
matism they say: “Eat apples, for
the magnesia contained in the raw
apple w ill prevent rheumatism by puri

fying the blood and by,” oh. well,
other things.
Phosphorus, sulphur, iron, magnesia,
lime— they’re all in the apple— and all
in the "literature,” which informs the
public that:
Life cannot exist without phospho
rus, and there is a full dose of this
excellent nerve tonic in its most solu
ble form, phosphoric acid, in the ap
ple.
For just the right dose of iron eat
apples, for there is enough to keep a
sufficient number of those important
little red corpuscles in the blood, with
out which the blood cannot do its
work. The iron found in apples is
mre easily taken into the blood in
this form than that gotten at the
chemist’s.

apple with orange juice for the child
of one and a half years.
To aid digestion, clear the voice, ob
tain a beautiful complexion, relieve in
somnia, and reduce the high cost of
living, depend upon the apple.

Gome in and

Tony.

"Would you like me to insert a Half
tone picture of yourself?” asked the
interviewer.
“ Certainly not,’’ replied Mrs. Newrich. "I don’t wish it to look as if the
question of expense was considered
in the slightest. Let it be a whole tone
or nothing.”

7(o1idayL<§to eko
O f course you are planning to jg iv e ------

HOULTON PEOPLE
PREVENT APPENDICITIS

Apples are better for the complexion
Many Houlton people are using
than all the cosmetics ever made; the simple glycerine, buckthorn bark, etc.,
sulphur has an especial beneficial ef as mixed in Adler-i-ka. This flushes
fect upon the skin and skin diseases. BOTH upper and lower bowel
so
Rickety children should by all completely it removes all foul, ac
means have plenty of apples to eat. cumulated poisons from alimentary
They form nourishment or the bones canal and prevents appendicitis. Adlerand the teeth. The lime and phos i-ka relieves A N E
CASE gas on
phoric acid contents of the apple are stomach or sour stomach.
Often
so beautifully combined that they CURES constipation. In one case of
make an ideal dose for this sort of chronic stomach trouble ONE bottle
trouble.
produced wonderful results. O.
F.
Alternate a teaspoonful of scraped French & Son, druggists.

Useful G ifts
If'you trade at Berman’s Christmas Shopping will be a pleasure, beside lighten
ing the burden on your pocket book. Our Christmas stock o f useful gifts is now
spread out, and
CHRISTMAS WAISTS
because o f eco DAINTY NECKWEAR
Silk, Voile and Muslin, many nomical buying Lace Collars, Collar and Cuff
beautiful styles.
A gift any you are assured Sets, Georgette Collars, Organ
many a money die Collars.
woman would appreciate.
saving v a l u e
----------Besides our splendid assortment o f

Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts, etc.

Something to W e a r for

Christmas
Nothing is more appreciated.
to mind so often.

for Ladies and Misses that are always appropriate for gift purposes, w e have
stocked many novelties that will surely appeal to the prudent buyer

Light and heavy weight

Silk,

Lisle, Silk Fibre in black and
ed in Holiday boxes.

A nice gift

Christmas Handkerchiefs—

ways pleasing.

List

presented

by

t h i's

*

derful assortment.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CHOOSE YOUR APRONS EARLY

W e have on display a splendid variety o f W oo l

— buy early for we cannot dupli

Sweaters, W orsted Sweaters, Silk Sweaters, all

cate any of these as they are

colors and all styles.

sold out.

W oo l Scarf Sets for

and you will immediately decide that w e are first aid to the

shipment of Gloves

puzzled Christmas Shopper

w’hite and
special

Bath Robes $7.50 to $12.00
Suit Cases and Bags $2 to $20.00
Sweaters $2.00 to $10.00
Shirts $1.50 to $6.00
Gloves 25c to $6.00
Cuff Links 25c to $1.00

fancy

Fabric

in

a

new’
black,

colors— also

Gloves

in

all

shades of Silk and Chamoisette

Gift Furs
Fur Coats, Fur Sets and Single Fur Pieces at
prices that will challenge comparison.
o f Furs

.

.

Boy’ Overcoats $5.00 to $20.00
Fur Coats $25.00 to $250.00
Boys’ Mackinaws $8.00 to $12
Emerson Shoes $5.00 to $9.00

Make your Selections Early W hile the

Picking

iis

Vanity Cases, Writing Pads, etc.

means satisfaction all around

.

E R M

Best

NOVELTY LEATHER GOODS
Hand Bags, Purses, Collar boxes,

should come as early as possible— Buying early
Let us assist you in selecting.

W hat

would make a nicer Christmas gift than a set

Our Christmas Stock is ready now, but you

Our store is in perfect readiness with reliable and trust

We have aprons for

every occasion.

.

GLOVES
We have just received

Men’s Suits $20.00 to $40.00
Boys' Suits $8.00 to $18.00
Overcoats $18.00 to $45.00
Packard Shoes $6.00 to $18.00

H ere w e have them in a won

Sweaters and Scarf Sets

Ladies, Misses and Children.

worthy merchandise.

of

Nothing else recalls the giver

Ideal Christmas Store

Neckties 50c to $2.00
Mufflers 50c to $4.00
Hosiery 35c to $2.00
Suspenders 50c to $1.00
Handkerchiefs 10c to $1.00
Hats $3.00 to $6.00

Hundreds

A dainty handkerchief is always desirable, al

colors, many of which are pack

Nothing so sure to be “ Just W hat 1 Need

ed Most— Look over t h e

Hundreds and Hundreds and

HOSIERY FOR LADIES

in a marvelous variety.

A N

Cl o a k S t o r e
^
N
O
-5
9M
A
IN
S
T
-

Ervin & Ervin

wJVicJrerson GBlot

H o ulton • M a

The Store that Satisfies

in e

©egoob’s

G i f t B u y e r s are r e s p e c t f u l l y u r g e d to visit

A ll Goods sold will be
Engraved by

Hand

Free andjdelivered in
Handsome

“L ittle S tore w ith the Big S to c k ” at this S eason

Boxes.

Tw o Engravers make

Four competent Sales
men who take

plea

sure in showing goods

O ur showing of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry and Novelties in all desirable

and assisting our cus

styles and qualities is sure to meet your highest approval and expectations

tomers in making their

Quick Service

selections

^During the times o f High Prices and High Living Costs, the public is quick to recognize Fair Dealing and Fair
Prices such as are always found at O SG O O D ’S.

tJOur Goods have been bought for Strictly Cash and our

Customers receive the full benefit o f this foresight.

N O P R O F IT E E R IN G A T

O SG O O D ’S.

Bona Fide Discounts given to Clerks and W orking Girls—just mention what you work at and w e will allow a
Special Discount without further question

Canadian Money accepted at Osgood’s without Discount
B U Y

----------------------

----------- ----------

--------------

Christmas Gifts o f Osgood, “The Accommodating Jeweler”
_

H o u 11 on, M a i n e

J
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FAQ 1C FOUR

to a considerable extent on state aid. ! ging a well. He married and his wife
The record of its activities is inspirin'-’ . ! brought Aim no dowry besides her
Five and fifty years ago Denmark
1S6() tju,ro existed in Jutland 2-.lt abundant industry.
Now, whore was once black and inr
was prey to dark despair; today she is srinai.(, miles of heather. k!Ml square
ren
heath, there is a pretty model.i
one of the most prosperous and con- milos 0f marsh and 22o square miles
form,
a garden full of old-fashioned
tented countries in all Europe. Yet ()l- umuitivated down. Now this a r e a
half a century is only a small span in of unproductive land is reduced by I English liowers. and broad and fertile
the life of a nation. It is a great more than one-half, nor will the Heath j lields. Farm stock in lN!.*r> did not
achievement in that time and less Society relax its labors until not. one ■exist. Today our farmer a,id his wife
than that time - for a country to have ounce of soil remains which docs not an* pro''id po xsossors of t wo hors;os, 12
lost its soul and to have found it anew, contribute its share to tie1 national rows, si*von boilers, live sin •op and ;
round idozen of pi:’;s. ddic vie•id rf
writes a sp “cial correspondent of the economy.
of
The work of the society is largely coni b; is increased tenfold and
London Times.
In 1866, t e year of the foundation of educative and advisory. It has taught pot atm1:S l W(11vel'old. This, in1 it noted
the Danish Heath Society, most Danes the dwellers on the heath to help tlvm- 'is only one typical instance out of
pro
selves,.....
has shown them how by seien- many. The sense of personal
•aw no tolerable future before them. ........
Two-fifths of Denmark had been stolen tific methods and by wise eo-opeiation pi'ietorshie. of pride ia ownership, ifactor
in the
in an unjust war— and Europe had , they can turn moors into smiling land naturally a great
stimulus
of
redamat
ion,
an
1
wisely
stood by silently, an accessory after scapes, By scientific plantation ot the
do
the
adv;
s
and
counsellors
of the
the theft. All that Denmark could most unpromising soil, first with mounapparently expect was a career of i tain pine, then with spruce, then bv I Heath Soeim y encourage ownership.
poverty and subservience, a process of treatment with marl, it has been tound 1"The magic rf property," wrote Arthur
gradual absorption, economic if not that desert may be turned into arable Young, "turns sands into gold.” A visit
to agricultural Denmark almost perpolitical, by the great neighbor she Jland in some 20 years' time,
had such good reason to fear.
( There is, too, a very flourshing |suades one to believe in the literal
That she has so fully recovered her forestry industry. In Jutland there aie truth of that familiar tag.

RECLAIMING JUTLAND SOIL

prosperity and with it her soul and her now over 2200 plantations and each
faith In her national destiny, is due in year their number is increasing. It is
no small measure to the faith, the per- ■all the result ot working with an * >< to
serverance, and the vision of one man, the future, ot being content to sow toi
Lt.-Col. Enrico Mylius Dalgas. who in , the next generation, or perhaps for
the hour of his country’s deepest hu-1the generation alter that.
Lp
m
miliation, gave her a new motto and a j Norhern Jutland there are state plantanew hope. When he founded the tins of fir and spruce where once
Danish Heath Society, Dalgas reason- reigned the desolation ot sand dunes,
ed thus, and thus expounded to his for all the world like those ot the
countrymen the faith that was in him: Lincolnshire coast, saving that they
“We have lost much of Denmark. We are more barren and that the breezes
must see to It that the lands that blow the sand about more swiftly. Is
remain are made to pay in full and there any reason why in Linclonshiie
more than pay in full for all we have as round the Scaw there should not
lost." Jutland was a land of/many be flourishing and prosperous planta
* heaths and barren moors from which tions of pine and spruce?
not even the most devoted industry
Round about the ancient city of Yicould wring a scanty livelihood. It borg where the Heath society has its
was through the initiative of Dalgas central offices (I should mention that
that Danes resolutely set about the one of its prominent officials today is
reclamation of the heath, the fertiliza- another Dalgas) one can best see the
tion of barren moors, the irrigation of progress of the work of reclamation,
dry and desolate solitudes, the planta- Let me mention one instance only of
tion of rich woods and forests.
scientific reclamation which I have
Membership of the Heath Society, been privileged to see.
which has never flagged in its fight
In 1895 a small Danish farmer sucwith the wild places, is open to any ceeded to an inheritance of some llf>
Dane on payment of a minimum an- acres. All this land was barren, save
anal subscription of 5s.— many gladly for 10 acres under cultivation and 7
pay a good deal more— and the present acres under the plow. He had no
number o f members is 9416. The soei- stock and no farm buildings. He had
oty also, and very properly, depends a capital of 68, which he spent in dig

9

2

17, a trieultural

IM PORTANT
F E R T IL IZ E R R U L IN G

ie .Maine Department of Agriculin
recently ruled and mail*' public
it- l tiling that no commercial
fer
tilizer could he sold in Maioo that
contained any amount of boron. As
a result of this riling, a c o n f e r e n c e
was asked with the department by
the National Fertilizer Association.
It was of course granted and was
held last week at the office of Com
missioner J. A. Roberts, three repre
"but if your lordship will tell me how
sentative's of the association
being
It is also interesting, that as a re
present, with Commissioner Roberts, sult of the press publicity given the |a man is to keep straight when he is
Charles 1). Woods, director of
the ruling, the department is receiving! trying to make both ends meet. I
agricultural experiment station at numerous inquiries from fertilizer i might.”

Y

- * 7 '

G

s
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hand bv a staff of little more than so.
•*aww«4ivjrjirr.'vyyy»»

11
ran

w w k

S h o p E&LTfaf a n d & et th e
M e tre f it o f
©

0

On New Y ear’ s D ay some folks swear
o ff and some swear on. The swearers*
o ff include the smokers and the chewers; the swearers-on resolve to do such
sensible things as going to church and
reading

E T Your Christmas Store be P E R R Y ’S where Q U A L I T Y reigns supreme.
The Christmas G ift selected
here carries with it the guarantee of quality which will be immediately recognized by the recipient and
which is always essential to the satisfactory gift. The whole store is in Holiday Dress.
Th e most
superb stocks o f useful, practical gift merchandise in its entire history. Let this store be your Christ
mas Store this Christmas.
A glimpse o f our mammoth display will start the ball o f suggestion rolling. W hat to give is easily and
inexpensively solved at that. Don’t let another day pass without making acquaintance with the P E R R Y G IF T
STORE.

Tfie COUNTRY

BHow we enumerate a portion of the line we carry, isn’t there
something here to interest you9
Diamonds. Wrist Watches. Cut (Hass, Sterling Silver and Plated
Ware, Cold Beads, Community Silver, Neck Chains, Pendants.
Waldemar Chains, Fobs and Charms,
Cigarette
Cases,
“ La
Tausea” Pearl Necklace in (rift Boxes, Rings, Parlor and Man
tle (docks, Cuff Links, Fountain Pens, Films and Accessories.
Parasols in all Fancy Colors, Mahogany Serving Trays, Kodaks.
Ladies’ Hand Bags, Persian Ivory, Ladies’ and Gents’ Pocket
Books, Thompson’s Water Color Framed Pictures.
Our New Department “ Ilaviland’’ Minton and Nippon China in
sets and odd pieces, “ Royal Boulton’’ and Pickard's Hand Paint
ed China in a great variety, Glassware in dainty etched patterns,
also a full assortment of the old reliable English white ware.

G E N TLE M A N
There’s no better time to start a good
habit than the first o f a new year.
T h a t’s why I ’d like to get your name
on the subscription list in time for you
to start with the first issue o f Janu
ary —a n d th a t m e a n s s e n d m e y o u r
d o lla r to d a y .
best way to get all of it
is to subscribe for a year
—52 big issues, each
costing you less than the
price ot a two-cent post
age stamp. In a single
issue you may find sug
gestions that will make
or save you hundreds of
dollars! Start the New
Year right. Order, and—

A L L GO O D S P U R C H A S E D H ER E E N G R A V E D FREE

J. D. PERRY

Order — Through M e — Today
A.

last but not lea-d

experts.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR MEN

Right

Nineteen-twenty is going
to be a great COUNTRY
GRNTLRMAN year—big
issues, full of sound, prac
tical, helpful farm arti
cles; clean, entertaining
fiction stories; powerful,
pointed cartoons and il
lustrations; cover pic
tures that you'll want to
save and frame. The

aw istanis, in ploughmen. six engi neers
and

at control officials in other states, who
G are apparently greatly interested in
In- this important subject, that has par
■(U'ctjon.
ticular hearing on the quality and
Jlie committee of the National purity of commercial fertilizer.
Fertilizer Association filed with tlm
( As it is impossible to get potash
* ommissioner a protest against
the withoul a trace of boron, what the
recent ruling. The argument
was outcome will be is interesting.)
lengthy and very pointed.
Difficult.
The department, having had the
blatter under careful consideration,
A certain judge, after passing
has advised the committee from the sentence, always gave advice to
Fertilizer Association that no change
prisoners. Having before him a man
will he made in this ruling, believing1
Meet the rights of the people of the- found guilty of stealing, he started
mate of Maine and the best interests; thus:
the people engaged in growing
“ If you want to succeed in this
p'latoes and will be better protected world you must keep straight. Now,
by insuring for them a product as J
do you understand?”
free from boron as it is possible to I
“ Well, not quite," said the prisoner;
manufacture.

Convict. labor is used to dig the marl
'which is used to cultivate these bar S3 BRTJJ5
ren uplands. We saw some convicts
at work with only one amiable and ap
parently unarmed elderly warder in
sight. Yet the convicts seemed to he
working with good will. They receive
a t
q
u
n
some trifle of pay for tlmir work and
we were told they enjoy it and re
26 State St.
gal'd their vi-it to work the marl in
tin' Co'dhus arm as a veritable sumnwr
W e c a rry t lie Birgesl and most up-1 o-date 1inc o f sm okers' art i'-les lhal can la* found east
holiday. It did not look much like a $ o f lloston.
W e fal e pleasure in show ini*'our slo( k.
W h e t her you Buy o r not, you re c e iv e the
holiday to us. lmf eluieun a son gout!
mine eoiiri eons i real nieut lhai we extend to all.
One point about the Heath Society is
V i s i t our slon* Before Bu\ iiitr his X m a s u'ift.
very striking to those ;iconstmneil to
the extravagance in person*'] of the
W atch Our W indows for Suggestions
new English bureaucracy, ami that is
A g e n t s for
11( ) M b; u i ’ ' m i x
H O M E OK T H E
til*1 very small staff by which it is
worked. Advice and instruction are
Page & Shaw’s C AN D IE S
given to all who apply and
great
.V 1 fo r
27>
50 for
schemes of reclamation are put in $

Start
1

In t ’ne cent; a! ( d i c e ui Vi borg are 2 » Orono, James Bartlett.,
chemi
people on' : in addition the Heath the experiment station and A.
Society ens loys 12 f oresters and 2 1 •■oiti a ehiet ot the Division of

C. T O Z I E R
60 Pierce Ave.

Phone 527— 1

Jeweler-Optometrist

Houlton, Maine

TikeCMBtryGeatleaaa The Ladies’ Hone Jearaal TheSatnrday Evening Pest
ttheaee-fl.M

12 hm.-ll.75

52 b..#.-$2.00

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
W hile wishing everybody a “ Merry Christinas ” we
desire to fJ>H attention to the fact that Christmas Day is
just around the corner, and it is now high time to be con
sidering what to give “him” f
If the problem is a difficult one, come here forfrelief.

H O U L T O N , M A IN E

M A R K E T SQ UARE

GIFTS
for MEN

COME TO A MAN’S STORE FOR A MAN’S GIFT
W e’ve excellent Suits, Overcoats and Raincoats, Hats and Caps of every
style. Handsome and Exclusive Neckwear. A fine showing of Bath Robes,
House Coats, Night Robes, Pajamas, Shirts, Gloves, Underwear, Hosiery.
Suspenders and many other items in Choice Haberdashery.
You'll not find another store in this vicinity showing so many appropriate
Christmas Gifts for Men and Boys. Our outfitting is exclusive and entirely
different. W e’ve moderate prices with the best of values attached.

C O M E A N D SEE H O W W E L L W E C A N PLE ASE Y O U W IT H A C H O IC E A N D “ JUST R IG H T ” C H R ISTM AS G IFT FOR “ H IM ”

L

H

J

I
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do not desire in excess of
40,000 els and will be the Nation’s second I Charles II in 1670, the Hudson Hay I probably from an aeroplane or another
returned to America.
record wheat crop. The eslimated j Company
became practically
sole vessel.
“ (c) A large proportion of Amer- corn crop of 2,910,000.000 bushels will owner and ruler of three-fourths of!
Heretofore no effort has been made
that‘ of Northu America. Its territories......
extend-1
to use moving ships as targets.
i ca n d e a d are buried in or near battle- be ;i00,000,000 greater than
x
*
"
"
'1
The United States Government has
ed from the Great Lakes to
thje ; A
number
of
old
battleships,
decided in the affirmative the question fields, and arrangements can probably 1918.”
Pacific,
and
from
the
Arctic
ocean
!
condemned
to
the
scrap
heap
or sale
o f whether the bodies of American be made to avoid transportation over j The Nation can further expand its
far
south
across
the
present
Amer
for
junk,
are
available
for
use
as
soldiers and sailors buried in France any considerable portion of France,; output of commodities by cultivating
ican boundary line to the Spanish moving targets under the department’s
thus
avoiding
any
great
interference
j
unused
tillable
land,
estimated
it
more
and other European countries shall
settlement in California.
new plan. Among them are the Iowa,
be brought to this country. In this with traffic or a depression in morale, j than fit) per cent of the total, the reIt
surrendered
its
authority
over
Indiana and Massachusetts.
principal j port states. Expansion is limited,
decision the Government is opposed which seems to be the
this
vast
region
to
Canada
in
1869.
It
The main body of the Altantie fleet
by the Government of France, and a reason for the French Government’s however, by the supply of capital and
received
as
an
indemnity
$1,500,000
will
leave eastern seaports for Guan
labor.
new effort has been begun to induce opposition.
Jan.
8.
Secretary
“ (d) This Government has approach-^
step to promote farmers’ co and retained one-twentieth of all the tanamo, Cuba,
France to consent to the removal of
land
in
the
fertile
belt
between
Lake
Daniels
announced
today.
The
flagship
the bodies. About 65,000 American ed the other countries regarding the joperative associations along the right
Winnipeg,
Lake
of
the
Woods,
the
Bennsylvania,
flying
the
four-starred
dead are interred in France, and the Return of bodies from those countries lines, should be omitted, the secretary
return of approximately 40,000 is jn number about 4,600. It is pointed said. It is estimated that these or waters connecting them and the Rocky flag of Admiral Wilson, will lead eight
deaired by their relatives.
i0ut that such return will necessarily ganizations market annually approx mountains and between the North of the most powerful dreadnoughts in
Instructions have been sent to the create toward France an unfavorable imately $1,500,000,000 worth of com Saskatchewan river and the inter the fleet, 56 destroyers, a number of
national boundary.
submarines, submarine chasers and a
American Embassy in Paris to make a impression because of the persistent modities.
The land comprises the whole of fleet of auxiliary craft including at
strong effort to reach an understand- refusal of the French Government to
Included in Mr. Houston's recom
section S and three-quarters of sec least two aviation ships with naval
ing with the French Government which allow similar action. The War Depart mendations were the following:
tion 26 in every four
consecutive flying units aboard. This force will
w ill result in the removal of the bodies ment, influenced by the agreement
The building up, primarily under townships and the whole of both sec later be augmented by a number of
from France to America.
with the French Government referred
state law, of a system of personal tions in every fifth
township.
It battleships and cruisers which will
The French order prohibiting the ex- to above, sent out inquiries to all next
credit unions, for farmers whose fi amounted to 3,200,000 acres at the end
move southward as soon as the crews
hnmation and removal of military dead j of kin to ascertain if return
was
nancial status and operations make it of October. It forms little oases of
can be recruited to full strength.
did not apply to those buried outside i desired. It would now be very embarsecure accommodations soil untouched by the plow
since
No decrease in ability to “ hit and
the Zone of the Armies, and the W ar W i n g for the War Department if it
the
Indian days in the midst of the richest hit
hard”
when
necessary
has
farming sections of western Canada. characterized the demobilization
of
th<i'
Werd
Prance'refuses
T
U
S
T
Z
\
“
J
L
S
S
Z
.
return o f t<e dead not buried in that j that
It is dotted through western Ontario
return of bodies, such information |
e«Pe<^liy extension of
Ih '
none.
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.
resentment against France j
news
t0H<1 lm>lhl<',s !nf '
jfBi a statement authorized by the arousing
of relatives of Americans who gavei‘ '° » service- continuation of hederal Farmers of districts that hem it in
W ar Department today the situation is their lives in defense of France.”
! participation in road building through haVP ]onB cast covet ms eyes upon it.
thus summarized.
an appropriation of $100,000,000 for In
fpw years it wiu
dotted with
each of the next four years; regula- ( jie furmH ()f settlers, and grain fields
"During the Summer of 1918 an
agreement was concluded between the
ton and control of stockyards and will wavp over the last remnants of
French and American Governments
packing houses; Federal legislation to thp Hudson Bay Company’s ancient
which provided that ‘as soon a 3
protect consumers against adulterated empire, and one of American history's
hostilities have ceased the Govern
feeds and fertilizers; increased state . most romantic chapters will be closed,
The American farmer leads the support for rural schools and more \
.________ _ ____
ment o f the French Republic will
production
of definite instructions as to rural prob
examine conjointly with the American world in individual
Houston of
the lems and conditions; legislation to im
Government the measures to be taken crops, Secretary
to Insure, In conformity with the laws Department of Agriculture, asserted prove rural sanitary conditions and
American blue jackets will be given
aad police regulations
regarding in his annual report. While countries provide hospital and medical facilities.
-------------------■an opportunity to test their markshygiene* the transport and return to such as Belgium, under intensive
manship on real battleships steaming
the United States of the bodies of farming, get a higher acerage yield, u v m crtX K C D A V r n
5
under actual
battle
American soldiers or sailors interred he said, taking both acerage and yield
per
acre
into
account,
the
American
|conditions, if plans now being worked
In France.’
agriculturist produces two and a half
“
The
Government
and
Company
of
j
out at the navy department
ma"Following, the armistice and during
times as much as his Belgian and Adventures of England Trading Into j terialize. The bureau of ordnance, it !
the period in which the W ar Depart
German rivals, 2.3 times as much as Hudson’s Bay,” otherwise known as . was learned today, contemplates taking
ment was engaged with the huge task
the British farmer, 3.2 times as much the Hudson Bay Company, is closing! several obsolete ships to the target
o f transporting the expeditionary
as the French, and more than six out to farm settlers the land that range and using them for
targets
forces back to America, the French
times as much as the Italian.
5
represents the last vestiges of its moving at full speed, and steered by
Government gave consideration to the
The result of this and of the Amer former^ empire,” says a Winnipeg an electrical "distant control” system
many problems involved in the possible
removal o f 4,500.100 graves of allied ican farmer’s war work is shown in dispatch.
With two centuries and a half of
and enemy dead in French territory, the 1919 American crop production,
and orders were thereupon Issued for placed at three times greater in value history behind it, the company has
bidding the removal from French soil than the average annual output dur adopted new policies that have trans
o f the bodies o f the military dead of ing the five year period preceeding the formed it into an up to date business N o t h i n Q on E a r t h L i k e S i m p l e ‘ G e t s European war. The aggregate value institution. With a name that, in the
I t " f o r C o r ns o r Cal luses.
all nations.
of all crops this year is placed at $15,- popular mind is
a synonym
for
A callus, nr thickened skin nn the sole
"Representation was immediately
873.000.000 as compared to $14,222,000- romance, it has become one of the of the foot, which often makes wal ki ng
a mi sery is of the s ame nature as a corn.
made through diplomatic cl\pnnels of
000 in 1918 and an average of $5,829,- great merchandising * orporations of "<let s - 11" removes it as easily as it does
the desire o f the American Govern
tin1 toughest corns. By usi ng a f ew drops
000,000 during the five year period.
Canada.
>n tlie callus you will he
•Cets-It'
ment that exception be made lif its
Live stock on farms this year was
A chain of department stores exfavor from the operation of this
prohibition. The French Government, figured at $8,830,000,000 as against $8,- ! tending across western Canada has
I been established. The company now
however, asked that there be a 248.000. 000 in 1918.

URGE FRANCE TO LET
US CLAIM OUR DEAD

AMERICAN FARMER
LEADS THE WORLD
SAYS HOUSTON

SPEEDING SHIPS TO BE
NAVY GUN TARGETS

m rt

the navy, Mr. Daniels declared.
Reduced personnel has not been al
lowed to cause disproportion in the
naval
organization,
the
secretary
declared, and the navy is today in form
and spirit a solidly welded fighting
unit.

y e a rs
is the proud record of suc
cess that belongs only to

JOHNSON’S
Anodyne LIN IM E N T
A doctor’s famous prescription — internal
and external use — for Coughs, Colds, Sore
Throat, Grippe, B r o n c h i t i s , Tonsilitis.
Cramps, Chills, Sprains, Strains, etc.
A
aafe, sure and satisfying a n o d y n e that
soothes, heals, and stops pain.
£

WRIGLEYS
a package
before the war

HUDSON S BAY CO.
at fu]1 speed
TO SELL ITS LAND

c a package
during the war

CALLUS? ‘GETS-IT’
WILL PEEL IT OFF!

Calgary,
The average yield for all crops for Jhas stores in Winnipeg,
consideration of its situation, first of
Edmonton,
Lethbridge,
all, by the American military authori the decade ending in 1918 is about 16 |Vancouver,
ties
as
preliminary to
farther per cent, greater than for the average I Maeleod, Kamloops, Nelson. Vernon,
diplomatic correspondence. It gave for the decade ending with 1890, the j Victoria, Qu’Appelle and Yorkton.
assurance of its desire to meet the report said. The average rate of in iI Those in Calgary and Vancouver are
wishes of the American nation in crease for the past 25 years is about among the finest stores in Canada and
i are comparable to the great departevery way consistent with- its obliga- one-half of one per cent a year.
tions and the well-being of its own
Estimates in the report put the 1919 |ment stores of the United States. The
people and emphasized its wish to set wheat production at 918,471,000 bush j company is now planning o build in
apart appropriate cemeteries as a els and coni at 2,910,250,000 bushels. Winnipeg the largest department store
service of gratitude and to assist in Cotton is expected to reach 10,696,000 in the Dominion.
their maintenance with becoming bales and tobacco 1,316,553,000 pounds.
The company is still one of th<i
dignity.
“ The farmers of the Nation in 1919 world's greatest fur traders. It still
"It stated that it had given due con planted an acreage in leading cereals has 142 fur posts. It still sends to
sideration to the various aspects in greater by 33,000,000 than the pre-war 1 England annually millions of dollars
the
volved in the transportation of the mil annual average which, it is estimated worth of raw furs. But with
lions of military dead over its national w ill, yield 635,000,000 more than the wonderful growth of its business as a
railways, or highways, and pointed out pre-war average,” Mr. Houston said of general merchant, it no longer has
what it considered the insuperable dif war work on the farms. “ They in- ! need of land.
ficulties of transportation, sanitary reg creased the number of milch cows over ; Under its charter, granted by King
ulations, the public health, effective 1914 by -2,700,000, of other cattle by !
registration, and problems of recon 8.500.000, of swine by 16,700,000 and of j
struction. It further stated that, should horses and mules by 1,000,000 or a to- !
an exception be made in the case of tal of 28,900,000.
!I
American dead, it would at once
“ The planting operations of the year ;
InvolvA each of the other nations in began before the fighting ceased and
clamorous agitation for like action to the call was still for more wheat. The ! Kill the Cold A t the first
sneeze take
_,
satisfy its own people, and called at department suggested a maximum fall
B IL L ’S
tention to the very extensive opera acreage of 47,206,000 acres, an increase j
tions in the upheaval of cemeteries of 12 per cent over 1918. There was
which would result from a compliance Iactually planted 29,261,000, the largest
with the American request and the |acreage in the Nation’s history, 6,960,consequent depressing effect on the 000 acres more than in 1918.
BROMVDt
public morale.
“ The spring wheat acreage was 22,Standard
Srld remedy for 20 years
"From the American standpoint it 593,000 while the winter and spring
—:n tablet f,a -r— a'e, s re. j
oi'ia —bre.V s to a c ! '■’ 24
hue been felt that there were many plantings combined amounted to 71,— :e” ' >
i il 3
considerations which differentiated the 854,000 acres or 7,200,000 more than
t 7 He': if if f
'* ' "
>-iuine H •< 1 ■’ 8,r.T...1
case of American soldiers buried in the preceding record.
(on v.’ j t h Lr. I ■
pic'
“ It is estimated that the yield will
France from those of other allied na
'v
lk
M
uW A t A ll Drutr Star•**
tions. It was realized that to make exceed that of 1918 by 1,000,000 bushan exception in favor of America was
by no means free from difficulty; but,
notwithstanding the apparently de
termined opposition of the French
Ask Your Dealer
DIAMOND
Government, it was believed that the
\ X e n U n $ t° fi
American Government should do its
utmost to keep faith with the relatives
o f our soldier dead who had been led
Grand P rize
OO**
to bellOFR that when the war ended
LADIES f
Firearms Ammunition
the bodies of such soldjers, if it was Ar.li Tour DruRflst for CIII-CHES-TER s
Write for Catalogue
L 1AMO.ND IIKANI ~
desired by their next of kin, would G ol d metallic boa
THE REMINGTON ARMS U M C CO INC
Ribbon. T a k b n o
WCXXWCMTB tcoa
Y0*« Cm
find their final resting place in their Drumbl and uk
D I A M O N D B i : \ N D PII.I.H, for tvvrntv-uvc
own country, and the following years
regarded es T~ \Safert, AUvavs Reliable.
considerations were suggested as con
S
O
L
D BY A LL D R U G G IST S
stituting reasons why such exception
TIME
TRIED E V E R Y W H E R E . ^ ™ .
might reasonably be asked:

5

a package

NOW

THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PR IC E!
UNITED

Use "Get<-It” and Dance. Even with Corn*
abb • to pool it off w i t h y<»ur lingers, in
otic eomploto piooo just as yt >u woul d a
b .I 11ana pool. It b;i \ e S tIh * sk iu free and
-Oliooth ;,s tlioimh \nU IIcVi’i had a callus
You pood no more fuss;V 111,a s itors, sticky
‘S, knives or
bn in
tapi
"I ’a c k a g o y "
“( l et ssi-is,sots for corns ■>r .• a ll list ■s.
is the tuition; ll COrn remover, t h e
If
used
p-st
on
earth.
1
1ulliuns.
It
l»y
b 1g«
Ilf'V**r fails. You'll work . i»i ay and dance
at ease in spite of corn.
"< lots- It."
guarant eed
the oinly sun
moil r v - b a e k oorn- r etnov (M*. c *sts hut a
t ritli ■ at any dr ug stoi a*.
M I d by Ik
I.aw fence X- Co., ( ■hica,
111
So Id in Houlton and rent mi]mended as
the worl d' s best co rn re■rne<1V by (). F.
French & Son, Lei ght on A- Feeley and
Mu n r o c ’s W e s t End l>rug Store.

INFLUENZA
starts with a Cold

157

vuvw , |

CASCARAjgQUININ!

CHICHESTER SPILLS

Your finest silk waists—How would you
like to use them to sift your flour?

PROMPTREUEF

fo r tha
t r y tw a o r three

stomach.

Rl-MOIDS
A f t e r ■ e a t s , Assohred on the
t e a g i e — k e e p y o u r e to m a c h
mm t try t t l- a io ld # — the bow
a t t t o dtgsotkm.
M AM BY SCOTT A BOWNE
MAMBS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION

_ _ _

__________________ 19-7a

TAKE

A

BOTTLE

’ An Old Fam ily
Doctor’s Favorite
Prescription

TO
FOR

f

William Tell
Flour

CAM P
E M E R G E N C IE S

Every pound of W ILLIA M TE L L
Flour is sifted through finest silknot once, but thirteen times.

BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Relieves Folic, or Cramps. Good for
Insect Bites.
Nothing better for
Sprain, Strains, Burns, Bruises, etc.
An all around remedy. Sold Every
where. No poisons or opiates

|

j
j

...........

At a Glance You Will Be Able to Distinguish
the Dikerence Between Our Method of Pressing
Clothes and the “Old Time Methods
Used by Others’’
’TIS EASY ENOUGH We give your clothes the natural
body shape, better creases and a
TO LEARN
THE DIFFERENCE thoroughly uniform finish.
Cleaning
Repairing
TH E

do practically the same thing with

i

8

" (a ) The great distance between
France and America and the expense
involved
together make
it
im
practicable for the large majority of
relatives to visit graves, as is easily
possible for those who live in the
other allied countries.
" (b ) The comparatively small num
ber of American soldiers buried in
France whose removal is desired by
their next of kin. It is stated by the
W ar Department that of 4,500,000 soldiers dead only 65,000 are American !
soldiers, and cf hese the next of kin !

Sounds extravagant, doesn’t it?—Yet we

i

DRYSDALE PRESS SHOP
Opp. Snell House, Houlton

Expensive? Yes, hut W ILLIA M TE L L
must he (he finest and best flour
that can be made, and silk sifts the
flour better and finer than any other
material yet discovered.
This is only on*' of many expensive
processes which we employ in our
efforts to make W ILLIAM T E L L a
perfect flour for you.

.Hei fer t e l l if o u r (l r a r e r t o d a y —'W i l l i a m
ft ro.sf.s no more to nse the best

T e ll
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ROYAL NEIGHBORS

PORTLAND MAN HAS
GAINED 40 POUNDS

THE PERFECT GIFT

i • . m.
Sherman
on busim

■•■ 1MAT.! tin 11 ( t
i.i town Mundnv

CLASSI FI ED

ADS

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

At tin- r.-.’-Titliii’ nn-<-tin>:
S '," IW anted— A good driving horse for its Capable girl for general housework.
Star ( ’amp hold on Thurso ay 1 voi’ i:’ !'
keeping. Apply (u HaLon Richards., Apply 1*. TIMES olliee.
at Woodmen Hall the Royal NeighM. ;
not f i
___ ________
The diamond is an imperishable gift
Eats Better, Sleeps B etter And Feels olootod th(' following <dii<rr '■ to ■->t \
HOULTON TRUST COMPANY Order your
W anted— A capable housekeeper in a
Christmas trees from
lor the coming yoar:
Better A fte r T akin g Tanlac
family of 2. Apply to TIMES office
Annual Meeting
it is as lasting as tin' hills themselvis
i ’ortej- ami Rol l er. Tel. 112-11
_______
Annio Hutchinson, ro-oloctcd as
lalp
Tin*
annual
mooting
of
Hie
,Ui;uv
and no gift will he more appreciated.
Charles T. Brook of 43 Myrtle St., orach'; Agnes Hanag.tn. vice-oracle;
Thoroughbred Rhode Island Red PutOur ('xhil)it this Christmas contain' holtlurs of (ho Houlton Trust Com Tie makers wanted at once. Apply
lets for sale by John A. Barnes
Portland. Maine, who was a sergeant j Annie Miller, chancelor; Mahi*l M.
pony will ho hold at tho Banking
to Jas. S. Peabody. Bangor street.
Tel. 124-2
25o
in the U. S. Army during the great Gatos, recorder; Blanc-ho Chaniherlai’i Solitaires and fancy combinations that Rooms of said Company, Tuosdav
471f
Starkey,
marshal;
oxcell in beauty and worth. Conm tho (5th day of January. 1*120, at 10
world war. saw active service in near-1 receiver; Brace
j Capable G irl for General Housework
For Sale— Dry soft wood either four
ly all the hi? battles, gassed twice on j Kiln Carson, inner sentinel; fatherin' earlv and make your selection.
In a family of two. Apply to B
o’clock in tho forenoon, for the dec
fool or Shorter. Prompt delivery.
TIMES office.
the Flanders front in France and laid ( Wright, outer sentinel; Dr. Potter,
tion of Trustees and Kxecutive Board
Prices rigid. Alfred Cottle.
Tel
up In the hospital for fifteen months. Dr. Bates, Dr. Mann, physicians; Mary
212-2.
from said Trustees and such business
Houlton Flour and Feed M ills (T h e
called at Guppy’s drug store. Septem-! Rafford, manager. At the close of the
as may legally tie done.
old Merritt mills.
Telephone 470
Some of that Dry Sheathing paper for
her 27th aud stated that Tanlac has evening refreshments were served and
I l o u l t n n . A l e . , D e e . N, 1 !i 1<)
W. E. Carr, Prop.
sheathing up on INSIDE places, at
no only put him in shape to where he a social hour spent,
less than half price at the TIMES
W1LFOKD FULLERTON.
olliee.
is feeling fine, but that he has made
Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
Treasurer
be exchanged at the TIMES office
an actual gain of forty pounds in COLLECTOR'S ADVERTISEMENT OF SAL*. OF LANDS OF NON
Anyone desiring storage for two auto
for any machine.
weight, besides. Mr. Brock has been
mobiles
or
furniture,
may
secure
RESIDENT OWNERS
Notice of F irst M eeting of Creditors
a resident of Portland for a number of
same by applying to 17 Park street W anted— A man to do chores and take
S T A T E OF M A IN E
or phone 59-2.
351
years and is popular with all who
In the District Court of the r u t t e d States
cure of stock. Must be a good
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Sherman, in the County ol
for tho Nor t her n Division of the Di s 
know him.
He is employedby the
milker. Apply to TIMES office or
For
Sale—
Two
powerful
slightly
used
Aroostook, for the year 1919.
trict of Maine.
in Bankr upt cy
tel. 401-3
59tf
Sargent Dennison Company.
wood stoves,
large
firebox
can
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the
attach hot air pipes for up stairs
Town of Sherman aforesaid, for the year 11HH, committed to me for collec- in the matter of
“ For the benefit of my comrades,
rooms if desired. Apply to TIMES For Sale— A second hand Glenwood
Ill I!a 11 kmi |Uc \
tion for said Town on the 30th day ot' June, 1BlJ». remain unpaid; and notice I mmoi v | no »\ a n
who may be suffering as 1 was.” said
range, fitted to burn coal in good
olliee.
1f>1p
Ra nk nipt
is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and charges are not pre
Mr. Brock, “ and for the sake of anyone
condition. Apply to J. h ! Curtis.
viously paid, so much of tip* real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the
.Ti-ditors cl' s;ii<l Enici \ |>oii- Lost Sunday between the M. E. Church
Green street..
else in need of a mecMsine to build
amount due therefor, including interesi and charges, will he sold without
Darilmu
in
the county <>f
and Columbia street, a ladies gold
further notice at public auction at Town Hall in said Town, on the first
them up I wunt to tell what Tanlac
and District aforsaid, bankwateh with name engraved on ease W anted Woman, Cook’s Assistant and
Monday in February. 1020, at nine o’clock A. M.
has done for me. After being gassed
also photograph inside ease. Will
second girl at Aroostook Hospital
Amount of Tax Due
iic i•<•l. \ Kivp'ii (hat phi tin- I ::t >,
and lying in the hospital so long my
tinder leave at TIMES office.
Good home for right party.
At
Name of Owner
Description of I’ roperty
Including Interest
i
■
111 D.■r. A
I
i.
1
!<
1
thi'
sa
ill
stomach got in such a had fix that I
151
Aroostook Hospital.
4;;tf
and Charges
I >i - 11 ■i\ .-in u a duly a il j ltd i a t.-d
Starch factory buildings at Sherman Mills on lot 1 $12,.1.N.O bankrupt and that the first meeting
could hardly eat anything and 1 be Jos. T. Piper
Nice warm comfortable rooms to Set.
House, store, stable and lot on Aroostook road
’ * - ' of creditors will tie held at the ofth-c of
came so badly run-down that 1 weigh John Kelly
CAR D OF T H A N K S
only a step from the Post Office.
Edwi n I,
Vail, in Moulton, on
the
December 12. 1010.
W e wish to express our thanks and
ed only one hundred fifteen pounds.
3rd da\ of .lanuarv. A. D . 1
at In
Apply to C. G. Lunt. Mechanic St
J FRF O'ROAK.
gratitude to our friends for the beau
1 finally got to where 1 could not eat
or at TIMES office.
351
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Sherman " ' clock in tlic forenoon, at which time tiful flowers and deep expressions of
the
said creditors may
attend,
prove sympathy shown during the sickness
anything scarcely except rolled oats
their claims, appoint a trustee, exami ne
and even the sight of food would
death of our loving wife and Subscriptions for any Magazine or
COLLECTOR'S ADVERTISEMENT OF SALE OF LANDS OF NON the bankrupt, and transact such otliei and
mother such expressions are a source
Newspaper may be left at the
make me sick at the stomach.
I
business
as
may
properly
come
In-fore
of consolation in the time of sorrow
RESIDENT OWNERS
TIMES Office, where the lowest
couldn’t sleep more than ten hours a
aid meeting
John M. Hunter
S T A T E OF M A IN E
price can be obtained.
week and suffered worse than I can
D a t e d at I D
I- mil
u l l -on.
-n. D c c . - mP c i l ;*( ! i. I !• I a
Mrs. Robert Wilson
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Oaklield, in the County of
find words to tell. There was such a
Almon I*. Hunter
E D W I N L. V A I L .
A valued subscriber says “ Every
Aroostook, for the year 1919.
Fremont Hunter
Referee in Ku nkruntex
time that I have used these columns
tight, depressed feeling through my
The following list of taxes on real estate ol non-resident owners in the
Ge o r g e R. Hunter
for selling articles, they have been
chest at times, especially after eating,
Town of Oakfield aforesaid, for tlu* yeai 1919. committed to me for c ol l ec
successful.” Try them.
tion for said Town on the (5th day of June. 1919. remain unpaid; and notice N o t i c e of F i r s t M e e t i n g of C r e d i t o r s
that 1 could hardly breathe, and the
is
hereby
given
that
if
said
taxes
with
interest
and
charges
arc
not
pre
In ! lie. D i d riel »'iuirt of the 1'nitcd States
pain In my stomach was intense. My
We will call and get your storage bat
viously paid, so much of the real estate taxi'd as is sufficient to pay the
fi-r the Nor t her n Division of the
I if;
tery any place in town and take care
nerves were in a terrible condition and
amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will hi' sold without
triet of Maine.
In B a n k r u p t o \ ,
of it during the winter.
Houlton
1 could not 'get out anywhere, much
further notice at public auction at (Range' Hull in said Town, on the lirsi In the m atter of
|
Battery Service. Tel. 524.
Monday in February, 1920. at nine* o’clock A. M.
less work.
11" Z" 1%i.■111 1-a IJC l.-y
In 1’.a nki upt"\
A mount of Tax I ):ie
Mankru f
“ I suffered this way unyi I came to
T y p e w rite r Ribbons fo r all machines
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Including Interest
T " t lii- i " i <1i t■>r- i if sa id II./, "111 a 11 1, a 11 l;
as well as Carbon Paper made by
Portland, after my discharge from the
and Charges
tiic
" ount v
ot
Webster -Th ere’s none better. Call
army and my wife got me to taking
Carry B. Stewart
Lot No 11S. acres 119, value $225
$11 35 lex nt i 'a rilioii in
or send to TIMES Office.
Heirs of I). F . Nelson
West part of Lot No. 95, acres so. v a l u e $ 1 7 5
9.n5 Ai' ... -■t""l \ o 1111 D is i i 11 ■ i Ion ■s; lid. 1si r, k Tanlac. It cerainly was lucky for me
iii |>*
pan of Lot No. 120
NOW open and ready for YOU. A Merchants and Professional men do not
that I took It, for I am now a well man Theodore W. Shields Si R. B. Young North acres
Net 1"" is h"i-"!i \ t" i \i 11 that
n tin- l:.'th
50, value $L5c
7.9u
business training secured here is the
have to buy coupon books for type
•lay iif 1'ci " I ii Im t . A
1• I'M -,i. 1 1 1 ,- said
and able to work hard every day. My
Dated this 15th day of Dee. 1919.
first big step toward success. Others
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
M
.-y.i
1
viali
i
1
,a
in;
l">
w
as
luh
ad
HENRY WRIONT,
appetite Is so big I can hardly get
have found it so so will you. Write
the TIMES office as you need them
Collector of Taxes of the Town of ■Oakfield im lie: it. Ml bank r u pt ; a lid Mi; It tin- first today and have vour seat reserved.
enough to eat. Why, a cornbeef din 351
o
f
creditors
w
Im
ill
II
"Id
at
the
meeting Old
ner Is only a lunch for me and my
"Hii'e of Edwi n L
Ya il. in Mon 11o n . on
HOULTON BUSINESS COLLEGE Violins, New Violins,
^ u n T vTViolins
o ’L
for
flu- 3III (lay of .lanuai \ . A 1’
I'.'J".
t
stomach is In such a good shape that
Houlton. Maine
ehiMron, Bows strings and Cases as
I 0 1,1* o'"I <>"k in tin- fi >i" in -on at
u
Mil-1
,
I can eat Just anything, r have actu
well as Repairing. O. W. Wilson
t i i Ci Mie said credit" It'S
ma 'r
attend,
Tel. 348-W
ally gained forty pounds • in weight,
pro \ e Mi. •ir claims, a i -ipo ltd
ai
trustee,
tor I now weight one hundred fifty»*\a rn i rif* Mie bankrupt and t ra nsii'l su |i
Public stenography and bookkeeping
her l-iisiri""'s as may Pr op"i ly ".-III.- he
live pounds, and my nerves are as
done by Alda Greeley, form erly
'<>)(' :-.1 -.( in""titi« *
steady as the Fidelity building out
Commercial Instructor at Beals
'i .it i n -nit
I
-nil.. I l _’tII. i:-1"
there. I don’t get tired any more, al
Business College. Bangor. Room 4
The time has come when the has been made at the new SkowE D W I N 1. V A I L .
Frisbie Block or telephone 148W
though I’m working and on the go all
Referee in I !.i nk mi it <\v
.
44tf
day, and sleep; why. after going to Central Maine Power Company began development 7N.noo.oon
bed at night I’m dead to the world can present a Croat Opportunity K\Y will be produced in 111 * averMan W anted to sell seeds in each
N o t i c e of F i r s t M e e t i n g o f C r e d i t o r s
county. A good paying position for
until morning. I have never felt bet- to the people of Maine.
age* yoar. If it is all sold at our In ill-- D i i - l i i i - t * '* >wi t nt' t liJ^’ V ii 11 r i l S :il a man acgnitinted with farming.
f
o
r
tin\
<
n
t
l
i
"
i
t
!
D
i
v
i
s
i
o
n
ot
ti
nDt-o
ter In my life and I want to tell ever>For 20 years the Company present average price of $.<• I S it
EkpeririP e not
necessary
but
t r i - ' t o f M n iti"In ! :,i i- k i u | -l body that Tanlac did It.
has been working along, begin- will add $l,B4o.ooo to the gross In (In- in.i 11 ci oi
hones*y and indic-try an*.
Steady
Tanlac is sold In Houlton by Munwork Cobb Co.. Franklin. Mass.
.1o 11 n M E11 -1 :• 11- -11
In 11;1111, i i i | ' i i >
r o t W est End-Drug Store, Island Falls ning very small
and growing income of the Company,
450p
I In n kn 11-t
by S. E. Crabtree. Fort Kent by Stan- slowly
as things grow with ns
Cnexpeetod conditions and
'I'- - tin- "i id 111it - i-t sn id .11>li n Ii
D airy farm for sate. Three mites from
ley Burrill.— Advt.
here in the Fast studying the circumstances
are
always I itIlt' i■tti -II ol ( 'll II Iml | III I IIi - "oil ||I \ of
city. S room house, barn carries
Ai- ' oi tooh .iiiil Di si i i i t n fi-i "■ ;ii<lli,i ill. ni| >t
twenty four cows. Running water
_ __j
]
)
o
w
e
r
situation and its possibil- springing up. but it seems diffiV - t i i " is 11 .■i i D\ >:t\ .-ii I Ini t on tli" 1': t Ii
evervwhere. pumped by electricity.
i
in
\
of
I
'
"
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1
1
1
1
>"i\
A
I
'
.
I'.i
I
t
11"
>.
i
nl
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ii i
ities, adding to its water power cult to see how the Skowbegan
r ,a .tii
lighted
All fanning tools
M Enilii-lton wns iiill\ ;i •i |\n11 >-;i t"i I l-.ink
and pair horses Iminiries answered
holdings and enlarging its mar- development can fail to result in nipt .iml 11in I tli" Ii rst nii-ct iim of i i i-il -1 >i
The following assignments for Arno
Ask Your Dealer
t renipHy. O Crawford, It. F. D. 1
ket as chances presented them- a very large increase in the-net uill I"- 1i " 111 :it tli" oil ; , " KiIhiii I. Yiil, in
took County have been made:
Augusta. Maine.
450p
I ! - -ii 11 on
on
th"
.’I r d
d.i \
ot
,/,i n u.i i v
R e r n in ^ o r i
First Tuesday of February. Justice s e lv e s
It has gradually incroas- earnings of tin4Company, which \ l - . I:-:'" .it I" I- - lurk in ilio tof"noo11
For Sale at a Bargain— One 8 foot
Phllbrook; third Tuostdaj ot
Apiil.
revenues and its list cf Company officials be|cive will s' '\I m- I i t tni" tin sniil i- 1■■■1 111 o i■>-- ni.iv ."t
Silent Salesman counter show case.
I --1"I 1-1- -V" t >11 ■: l’ ■ !;i l 111 :. ;i 11 pot 11 i a mi s Justice
Spear;
first Tuesday
of
One S ft. Wall case quartered oak
stockholders.
have increased in four year's I ' " . " x.i n im " t h" i -a 11 Un ipi and I in nsa i t
September, Justlee Dunn; third Tues
with sliding doors and drawers in
firearms 6 Ammunition
; ii- Ii oth"|Imsincsti
as
mn\
propi-rh
All
the
while
-the
Company
time
by
at
least
$L’70,imo.
bottom. One Sft. counter show case.
day of November. Justice Morrill.
" " i n " 11" l oi " sa n! me"! i iik
W rite for Catalogue
One Case 28 inches square and 3
had bided its time and built its
To finance part of this a
I -.111 -: i1 II a111--n, I '""(a111-ci 1’ill. I'd"
ft. high One 17x19 12 inches high,
THE REMINGTONARMiU MC CO. INC.
E D W I N I. YAII, ,
V,..
KM
TO*. Cl*»
organization against the day great project. .“».■!:is slum's of
also 2 Counters. Apply
to Bar
I d- f' i "c in Ba n \<rn pi • \
N OTICE A N N U A L MEETING
Harbor Sea Food Co., (’ or. Main
Cumulative Preferred Stock
The annual meeting of the stock when a real development of the 7
street and Broadway.
holders of the First National Bank, water powers of Maim4 for tin4 have been issued. It is tin4Corn- Notice of F irst M eeting o* C reditors
for the election of Directors and the
In tin* Distrii I ('oiirt of th" Dnltod S tall's
For Sale— Farm s and town property of
transaction of such other business as use of the general public could pane’s purpose to off or a partilor ill" N orth.-rn Division <>f the D is 
all grades. We own or are selling
may legally be brought before them, be
begun along cooperative cipation in the ownership air!
til i of M aine
In B ank ru ptcy.
a large number of 1st class farms
will be held at the Banking room on
the profits of this great develop- In matt i t ■>i
near salt water and near Brunswick.
Tuesday. Jan. 13 at 10 o’clock A. M. lines.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A
For a growing family unexcelled
R. F. WARD. Cashier
The time lias conn4 and we ment first of all to the people in Io Im-i l ( N r o! hei u p •• known
schools and Bowdion College. As
a-; I 'lh a d " ( r
In Bankruptcy
Houlton, Me. Dec. 1. 1919.
fCOD
FARM
NEAR
TOWN
you are dealing mostly with owner
Maine4.
B a n k ru p t.
349 arc4 ready.
direct we can save you a lot of
The use of electricity for all
’flu4 Company officials have
: - the
( l'"d 111 -I :
of
1folit-i t » '\ r (-I
WE HAVE !T FOR YOU
valuable time. State roads in all
I' anl i ou in tin- county of Aroostook and
directions, good climate.
Bhone
sorts and kinds of purposed is tin4 highest confidence4 in the
N O TIC E OF FORELOSURE
No. 1!*!* 12,ii acres, 11H) acres cleared
District aforesaid. I'ankt'upt
392 W or write ('. L. Douglas Real
Whereas Holman I), loss, then ot in c r e a s in g iti lea p s and hounds, s a f e t v and s t a b ility o f its pre
Notice is ||"l"tl\ KlVctl that oil til" lit:) 2 good barns aud a good house will)
Fst. bought and sold, Room 4 Odd
Houlton. In the County of Aroostook
. . . . . .
.
,. r
.
day of I >"i "inlicr, A
D . 1PIP. flic said electric lights and furnace; 1 cow, 1
Fellows Blk. Brunswick. Me.
and State of Maine, by ids mortgage I bo s t e a d ily r is in g cost, ot fu el ferred stock as an invest nmnt. Ic-I'i i t <' \ r as af oresaid was dul.v adiudi
pair h o r s e s , till kinds of machinery.
450
deed dated May 15. 1909 and recorded an j p.- g r o w i n g
s c a r c it y a r e If has paid d iv id e n d s .72 co n so e ii
catcd b ankr upt ; and that the first meeting
Just \ o f mile from Houlton Brice
In the Aroostook Regi iry of Deeds
of creditors will be held itt the (dlic" of
in Vol. 241, Page 157. conveyed to KU’ Big p< w •r users to turn to tivi4 times.
i a l u m I, Vail, in Moulton on I tie ,'trd dav right
Houlton Trust Company, a corporation o le c t r ie il .
‘imrated I'rom water
The Stock stood the test of "I .la line r \ . A D . I'.IL'". "at 1" o'clock
No. 2ihi 1,34 acres, (55 acres cleared
hating Its place cf business at said
o clock In the forenoon, at whi ch
time 3 Morses, 2 cows, all kinds of machin
war
and
reconstruction
days
Houlton. certain real estate described p o w e r,
ili"
said creditors maT
attend,
prove
la said mortgage as follows: - “ My
h a v e t in 4 w a t e r p o w e r,
and at a timewhen most simi tl’cir claims, appoint a trustee, exami ne ery and elegant set of buildings and
homestead lot. situate on the North
,
. . ,
. . ,
Hie bankrupt, ami transact such
other a good farm only 3 miles from town.
side of Heywood Street, so-called, in
M a in e s great, m d u s t iia l op lar securities suffered from the busi ness as may properly come helorc
No. 2’nl 10(5 acres, 90 acres pas
the village of said Houlton, being part j) o r t Un itv is at hand.
VV 4 u r g e e f f e c t s o f tin
financial distur- said meeting.
ture.
lo acres worul ami lumber, 43
o f lot numbered thtrty*three (33) in the
; .
. .
.
D aled at Moulton. I >.-( emliei Mill, l!'l!-. acres plowed, barn 40x58, straw shed
South Division of said Houlton, de- you to join with us in working b a ilee ,
th e
price of Central
EDWIN L VAIL,
scribed as follows. V> w it:— Beginning out ()ur ,)|an t() lm,et this skua- Maim4 Power Company prefer
18x58. stable 20x40, machine house
Referee in Bankr upt cy
at a point ten rods and thirteen links
.
12x25,
grainery, house of 8 rooms and
east from the east line of Kelleran tion and to share with its m th 4 red was maintained at $107.70 a
pantry,
summer kitchen and wood
Street on said Heywood Street, thence ,) r o f ^ s
share4. Now 11i at tin4 world is
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T I T I O N F O R
shed, good cellar under house for 700
-northerly six rods to land formerly of 1
‘
D IS C H A R G E
W alter Mansur, thence easterly four
l o met t the u r g e n t d e m a n d so ’ i ar!v r \i ly to emerge into
barrels of potato's, 1 cow. 3 h o r s e s
:it f pr *»f
|
rods, thence southely six rods to the fo|. m o l v w a t e r p o w e r , t ill4 ( ’ en- m o i e sta ble financial conditions l-fmi .-ilf li/*S m
and harnesses, all kinds of machinery
S"vv:vll
lu RauUi u|-ti"
•center of said Heywood Street, thence
,
.
Bankruptl
Tiiis is one of the best potato farms
that
t V 4 future of hv- D, the Ili,n O la rvn
west on the center line of said Hey- tral Maine Power Company has aud m w H
r
re H ale, Judge of the
WE ARE GLAD
District Court o f the Dnited States for n th<' country. 21-5 miles from Houlton
wood Street to the place of beginning forerun a water-power develop- di'-eleotri' compam 's aim os ier
to greet you at any time and it gives
thoDlstriet of Maine.
and being lot numbered three (.0 on
*
1
a
good
trade
EKED
S. S E W A I J , ol
Island
I-Mlls
the north side of said Heywood Street, ment at Skowbegan that, when ially ( ’ em ;i’ Maiae U r’.' >4r ( 'onitis pleasure to tell you how we can
No 142 House on High St.. 10
in
the
county
of
Aroostook,
and
according to the plan^and s^ vey ^ of tiefj jnto t}le Company’s lines, panvis so hrliliant. dm4
esprf ial
save
you money and make your old
State of Maine, In said District respect- rooms all modern conveniences, hard
John C. Carpenter; also another parcel
1
1
lull.v represents that on the 2t>th day of
apparel
look as good s new. Our
wood
floors
down
stairs,
house
in
good
Kafty part o f my said Homestead lot. w ill m o r e than d o u b le its hydro- ] v to the pi-ire and shortage ol Di-i'riiilii-r. It* IS. last past, he was dulv
work in
Brice
bovnded as follows, viz: Beginning at plpptrif*
e a n a e itv
m ul
fiin m i'il r x e e r t s
Ivd o iv 4 a d ju d g e d ban k ru p t under the A cts of s h u p e a n d a g o o d lo c a tio n .
m stoke on the North line of said Hey- e ie c ir iL
(a p a u iy
<o a l ’
,,,u im ,a l (
n. k
C ongress
re la tin g to B an k ru p tc y ; that jr, ppp
CLEA N IN G AND PRESSING
’
vrood 8treet six rods east from the east
W h e n th is p la n t is h n ish ed . that th is p r e fe r r e d sto c k o ffe r s he has duly surren dered all his property,

J. D. P E R R Y

The Great Opportunity for In
vestors for Maine

JUDGES FOR AROOSTOOK

StaSu V I S

and

tlle Company’s

righ ts

of

property,

and

has

fully

No.

150

H o u s e o f 8 r o o m s a n d b a th

piled w ith all the requ irem en ts of .
,
. . . . . . .
m o s t im p o rt:,n l ll(;, o n ly - x .-o p tio n a l s a fe ty am i com
said A cts and o f the ord ers o f Court hi g o o d ^sh ap o ,
e le c t r ic
lig h t s ,
X P. Heywood to A. S. Collins, thence w o r k to d a te w ill h a v e b een c o m - s ta b ility , hut a ls o a rea son ab l* touching hid ban k ru ptcy.
tubs, furnace and garage, good
W h e re fo re he praye, T h a t he m ay be ' l“ ''
ftorth on east line of said Collins lot p je ^e(j ancj th e intrinsic v a lu e o i chance for appreciation in value, decreed by the C ou rt to h ave a full d ls - F o r q u ic k sal*’ , o n ly $3200.
five (5 ) rods to tend formerly owned f
.
1
,
w ch arge from all debts p ro vable against
©r occupied by Donald McLeod, thence its securities tremendously m
11 U Maillt4 security
which his estate u nder aald b an k ru p tc y A cts,
JACKINS & JACKINS
except such debts as are excepted by
easterly along the South line of said ,,r o „ SPfi
drives is income from waiter, tin4 law from such discharge.
Real Estate Agency
McLeod lot four (4) rods and thirteen
Dated this fitli day of December, A. D..
links, thence southerly parallel with
As soon as th e new develop strikeless eoalless source of light 1919.
Houlton, Maine
first mentioned toe five rods to the
t {
t { operation il wi l heat and power hacked by a
E K E D S. S E W A LI,.
North Une of said Heywood 8treet,
1
1
B ank ru pt.
_____ westerly on the north line o f , s a v e th e C o m p a n y approximate- company ably managed, Maine
O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N

*12 0,0 00 »

year

th e m o n e y

o w u e (l, a s e o u r itv ta x e x e m p t in

Oscond:— Part o f said lot numbered now spent for coal and for the Maine,
l y

•f w,;

! ! :

P u rc h a s e o f p o w e r fr o m

a legal investment for
o t h e r M a in e s a v in g s b a n k s - i if such a
preferred stock appeals to yoil,

— BoundedWorth by iald tend form er-! c o m p a n ie s .
ly owned or occupied- by Donald Mc
I f contracts now under conLeod, east by my said above described
homestead lot, south by said Heywood j sideration can he secured. tht
e a r n in g s

of

th e

C om pany

.;sf|fte9 to mo by teaac H. Davis by h is ;a d v a n c e t o $1,700,000

a

w ill
year

District of M aine, N o rth e rn Division, sa
On the 13tb day of December, A. F>..
1919. on rea d in g the fo reg o in g petition.
It Is
O rdered by the C o u rt, T h a t a h earin g
tie hud upon the same on tin* 23rd day of
.Janu ary, A. I)., 1920, before said Court

can send your order direct. Division “at 10 o"ciockD intft h « forenoon!
* . A - r .A
,
and that notice thereof be published In
The price •fill) (.1 )0 a s n a r e , the H oulton T im es, a n e w sp a p e r printed
.
In said D istrict, N o rth e rn Division, and
The yield —G % n e t .
th at all k now n creditors and other p e r. . . . . .
, .
,
-sons, in Interest, m ay a p p e a r at the said
W e had hoped to send some tim e and place, an d show cause, If any
.
,
.
,
,
.
„
i they have, w h y the p ra y e r o f said petisalesmen to Aroostook before : tioner should not be granted.
.
. And It Is F u r th e r O rdered by the C o urt,
January 1, but f i n d w e c a n n o t
That
the
C le rk
shall
send
by
y OU

and p °88lb,y more- Even if no
spacUvely recorded in Vol. *18, Page new contracts are secured, the
.ii i a
,
„
'm a ll to all k now n creditors copies o f said
SM and Vol. IBS, Pago 981 o f Aroos earnings for 1920 should be ,
d o SO U n t i l l a t e r ; SO o r d e r s f o r - p e t i t i o n
an d this order, ad dressed to
took Registry o f Deeds.”
.
i i 11
.
.
. ! them
at
their places o f residence as
light
around
$1,500,000.
Now, therefore the condition in said
January 1deliverymust be sent stated.
W itn e ss the H o n o rable C laren ce H ale.
ie Is broken by reason where
When the full installation to the home office.
Judge o f the said Court, and the seal
loulton Trust Cotiipany claims i

m

closure o f said mortgage and,
notice for that purpose.
•ICnine* December 1,1919.
LiTON T ftU S T COMPANY,
AlK Its Attorneys
'r>
Archibalds.:

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta, M aine

thereof, at B a n g o r tn the N o rth ern D iv i
sion o f said D istrict on the 13th day of
December, A. D., 1919.
(L . S .)
IS A B E L S H E E H A N .
D epu ty C lerk
A true copy o f petition an d ord er thereon
A tte str I S A B E L S H E E H A N ,
D epu ty Clerk.

set

lot.

*s always satisfactory
We use
modern methods and get all work
out promptly.
When can we cal! for your soiled or
wrinkled garments?

COSTELLO & SULLIVAN
Room 10, Mansur Block

Chiropractic
The Science th*=it goes direct
ly to the ro o t o f disease an d

REM OVES

THE

CAUSE

E x p la n a to ry lite ra tu re o n
request.
C on su ltation Free

F. G. VOSE, D. C, - CHIROPRACTOR
Suite 8-9

M ason ic B lock

H ou lto n
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SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T
1 1—

”

November Term, 1919. To be bold at
Houlton. Nov. 18, 1919.
HON. GEO. M. IIANSON. Justice
Presiding.
.Michael M. Clark, Clerk
Walter B. Clark Deputy Clerk.

.Margaret
union! Loin Benjamin J.
1
Dun ford
! Maude Tibbetts from Benjamin W.
j
Tibbetts
i Pearl Gentle from Edwin B. G m.I
[Carrie
li.
Merrit iiew
from
In.y
j
Merrit hew
! Laura L. Stinson from Edwin
W.
J
Stinson
William H. Nickerson from Elsie X.
j
Nickerson
{ Lydia Fewer from Patrick Fewer
j Inez I. Davis from, Ul,ric Davis
Etta M. Bolstridge from Eben F.
Bolstridge
Addie
K. Fletcher from Ihurnry
Fletcher

Mveral days last week on business, business.
*
Mias Della Whittier went to Boston i Miss Virginia Donnell spent a few
The
following
sentences
were
Vriday to spend the holidays with i days last week in Davidson
with
pronounced at the last session of the
relatives
! friends.
Carl C. Gray, who has been spend-; Robert if. Clark of Bangor is in S. J. Court, whieh adjourned last week.
The case of State vs. Charles F.
tag 10 days in Boston, returned home i town for a few days calling on old
Cyr
on charge of manslaughter was
SYiday noon.
1friends.
pleaded
Mrs. Charles G. Lunt has returned j A large number of Houlton Grangers not tried. The respondent
fem e fiom a weeks’ visit wlth relatives |are in Bangor this week attending guilty. This was an action brought
by the state charging the respondent
ta Canterbury, N. B.
; the annual meeting.
Larry Carroll returned home last > Yarn for knitting may be obtained with driving a car while under the Gladys Thibault from Hallett Thihault
Wednesday front a 10 days vacation ! from the Red Cross rooms at $2.45 ! influence of liquor and while driving Martha J. Kearney from Hillial K.
which he spent in Boston.
i per pound, in light gray and natural ( his auto running over a young man by
Kaerney
the name of Currier, of Caribou, aged
Hon. and Mrs. R. W. Shaw return- j colors,
Harvey Furge from Della M. Purge
last week from Boston, where they | Mr. and Mrs. John W. Stuart of about 20 years, and resulting in the
Ethel
E. Springer from Howard G.
sentence
vtelted their daughter Mrs. Larkin, j Bangor are receiving congratulations young man’s death. The
Springer
Guy C. Porter was called to Augusta ion the arrival of a 9 pound gill. Dec. 1was nine months in the county jail.
Edward
F.
Rafford
from
Mamie
E.
Walter
Parsons
and
Horace
F.
Ruslaat week to attend a Fertilizer hear ! 12, 1919.
Rafford
I
sell
on
charge
of
breaking,
entering
tag in which hi* company is interested. j Friends of Miss Bertha Dow. who
The annual Christmas Vesper service |recently submitted to an operation for and larceny at several sporting camps. Olive Brown from Barney Brown
wUl be held as usual next Sunday; appendicites at the Madigan hospital, The sentence for Parsons was 20 days, Minigrev Maines from William J.
afternOQn a t
the
Congregational j will be glad to learn that she was able he having already been confined in
Maines
• church at 4 P. M.
to return to her home on Bangor the county jail over two months. Rus Velma M. Chandler from Emmons R.
sell who has been out on bail was
H. B. Crawford and wife were i street Tuesday,
Chandler
passengers on Monday morning train : Aroostook L. O.L. No. 211 will hold given three months. Everything taken
fur Bangor to attend the session of la special meeting on Monday evening, had been returned.
Bickford of New Hampshire, charg
the Maine State Grange.
, December 22. Election of officers and
POPULAR SONG HIT
e
d
with larceny, having served over
Th e Houlton Ice Co’s, teams are j other business will be brought before
Quite a pretty song is now the vogue
delivering to customers each day ice I the Lodge. A full
attendence
is four months already and being ill. was in New York.
It is a very plain,
sent back to bis home.
m d e this winter, it is good quality |desired. Refreshments,
home-like affair, in which the lovelorn
Leonard Smith of New Brunswick
hut not over 6 inches thick.
Dobbins & Dobbins whose garage
laddie finds his ideal in a beautiful
on
charge of forgery of a small check,
Mrs. L. H. Brockway leavesthis ' has been located
in the rear of the
girl. The idea seems to tale* with the
week for Portland, where she
will Snell House for the past two years, having served six months in county fair sex. for they eagerly pay their
upend the holidays with her husband, i have removed to a building on Military jail and being only IS years of age, little dime for copies of the mimic.
Who has a fine position there.
street near Kendall street, where they was also allowed to go, the count be Here is a portion of the chorus:
ing placed on file.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Burke have ! will continue to do repairing,
William McCarthy for larceny of
■•turned to their home in Boston! Christian Science Sendees held
a fter a month’s visit with Mrs. Burke’s each Sunday at 11 A. M.. Presbyterian watch was given 20 days in county
parents. Mr. and Mrs. L. F Whittier, church. Dec. "21st, subject: "Is the jail.
Timothy Page for abusing a horse,
'
Geo. Davis of Gardiner, Maine is Universe. Including Man. Envolved by
flatting his brother-in-law. Geo. Me- Atomic Force?” Wednesday at 7.20 while under the influence of liquor,
iMalr, coming here to accompany his P. M. Testimonial Service.
Cordial was sentenced to 9,0 days in jail
The following divorces were granted
w ife home, having been here for welcome to all.
Minnie
Grant from George D. Grant
treatment.
The Congregational Ladies’ Circle
Mary
G.
Smith from Franklin Smith
The Odd Fellows social held Friday will meet with Mrs. Fred Hall, on
evening at th W hall was well attended Friday afternoon. This will be the Amber A. Currier from William K
Currier
a good time is reported. Music annual meeting, at which officers will
Esther
Pluard
from
Thomas
\Y.
t a f the dancing was furnished by Miss be chosen for the coming year. A
Pluard
fltaith and Niles.
good attendance is requested. Don’t
A special Advent Service will be I forget the day. Friday instead of Wed- Virginia M. Shattuek from Walter B.
Shattuck
fceld In the Church of the Good nesday.
DEAR H E AR T
Chokus.
Shepherd next Thursday evening at
Mrs. Cora.M. Putnam returned ^iome j Maud McKeen from William McKeon
T.t0. Preacher, Rev. E. M. W ilier,. Saturday from Augusta, where she James A. Haney from Carrie S. Haney
Lula P. Rockwell from William W.
' Sector o f Caribou.
j attended a school of Instruction for
Rockwell
G. B. Churchill went up country ; the R. N. of A. Mrs. Putnam is State
Carrie E. Burtchell from James H.
'Wednesday’, joining Mr. A. S. Black |Camp V. Oracle and responded to the
Burtchell
and E. J. f^olen of the Black Theatres ! address of welcome given by one of
Beulah Henderson from Lewis Hen
Inc. on a business trip connected with j the local officers of Lombard Camp
derson
their new corporation.
of that city.
Mary A. Goodger from William
H
Hon. Chas, P. Barnes has announced
Mrs. Chas. P. Barnes’ Sunday school
•J I aith ful I will al wav' tie Von're
Goodger
Ctopjfdfht • i nr I. 6 «,♦ Pfiuj 1•- - ' ti11*1:•l
his candidacy as a delegate to t h e ' class ’ will conduct a social and sale Ethel A. Tapley from Edward Tapley
■•publican National Convention to be of candy and Japanese novelties at Linnie V. Small from Lerastus Small
Although this . or.a is written w;th
■eld in Chicago June 8, from the the Court street Baptist church on Ruth Manley from Roy L. Manley
on, a high net-*, quite an effect is ob
ftairth Maine district.
Thursday evening of this week. All Leslie C. Porter from Lula V. Porter tained by the simplicity of the ar
The many Houlton friends of Fred : the Baptists and their friends, both Letitia
Ilappeney from Peter
E. rangement. Orchestras are using the
Ik Goud o f Van Buren will be Iold
and young, are invitedto come
Happoney melody as a waltz. This can he had
tatorosted to know that he isgradually |and enjoy the good time.
Alice E. Seames from William G. for Talking .Machines or Player-Pia
■•covering from an operation at the i A surprise was given Mr.and Mrs.
Soames nos.
Presque Isle hospital.
Horace Bither at their home on
Mrs. H. E. Ring of Auburn, who has ' Columbia street last Saturday evening,
been in town during the past two in honor of their 20th Anniversary,
weeks with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. , About 25 relatives and friends were
John CossehOom, Cleveland street ' present. They were presented with
several pieces of hand painted china.
returned home last week.
Rev. A, M. Thompson was unable Delicious refreshments of ice cream

T ^H -

I

, to occupy bis pulpit at the Congrega-!and cake " ere servetl- frlen<ls lpayinl!
tkmal church on Sunday last. P r o L ^ f ' * 12 and wishing Mr. and Mrs
Stover of Ricker delivered a very Bither many returns of the day.
.tatoresting sermon,
Thompson’s place.

in

taking

Mr.

C O N S O L ID A T E D

R E N D E R IN G
COMPANY
M arket Street

Herbert L. Rand of the Pickering
40 North
B oy* School in Salem, Mass., has
Boston, Mass., Dec. 2. 1919.
purchased the sporting camps at Eagle Mr. T. L. Marshall,
Lake, which are known as Cooper’s Fort Fairfield, Maine.
Gamps and will conduct them for the Dear Sir: —
heueflt o f the public.
No doubt you will he pleased to note
Houlton Tent K. O. T. M. held a that we have two small shipments
M eeting in the Woodman Hall Friday of German High Grade Muriate of
evening, with a good attendance. State Potash on vessel now in New York
Deputy Ward was present and ad Harbor.
dressed the meeting on matters
This is a porion of an order for
pertaining to the good of the Order.
4000 tons which we have placed with
Miss Eva Hackett of this town, the Syndicate. We are reserving all
who went to New York City last this High Grade German Muriate of
■ammer to study for the stage, has Potash that we receive for our Aroos
Been very successful in her chosen took County trade the coming season,
vocation. She is now playing at the using none other.
Yours respectfully,
Oapitol Theatre in New York City
CONSOLIDATED RENERDING
sad Is taking a prominent part,
COMPANY
seconding to a Houlton man who
H. W. Heath,
witnessed the performance: A Musical
Adv.
Manager
■evue, with a 70 piece orchestra.

C M * Christmas “ Say It with
flow ers

WONDER how many of us there are
who have the real Christmas spirit
and the suggestive idea of Christmas
Giving. .How often do we thoughtless
ly and even unwillingly convey in our
giving, the sentiment of “Had to give
something”, when that was far from
our desire; but we had to give some
thing, so we got “something” a..d let
it go at that.

I

/ ,* V
■.

*>
V

When you cotne to that point where
you do not know just what some friend
may appreciate for a gift, allow me to
suggest that you think of Flowers or
Plants as a solution. There is noth
ing that can take their place as a gift,
for their beautiful and joyous faces
radiate the feelings, the real Christ
mas spirit you wish to accompany all
Chrlstmastide greetings.

e*.'
V.

i*

h r •‘

-•JSfltaC ib 1 ; *
• '
it

-1,

* fiT ,i

a

I

;

;

:

Let me ask you to consider how at
tractive is a Primrose, a Christmas
Cherry, a Cyclamen, a Fernery, dr a
beautiful bunch of cut flowers, and
how appropriate as a gift.

Fish M ark et
Having taken over the business of the Bar Harbor
Sea Food Co. w e shall carry in stock

Fresh Fish of Every Kind
Cod, Haddock, Mackerel, Halibut, Smelts, Lobsters,
Clams, Oysters, Salmon, Finnan Haddie and Scollops
W e have arrivals every day direct frdm the fishermen.
A ll are strictly fresh and ready to use
Special attention to Parcel Post Orders

I have some extra nice Laurel Wreath
in large and small sizes.

McEachern & Stanley Co.
— Successors to Bar Harbor Sea Food Company —
Telephone 45

■ «w i

U P-TO -D A TE

My greenhouses are now full of choice
plants and blooms, and I invite your
inspection.

Chadwick

W tylW fijW fb Sir.

AN
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For Christmas

BARGAINS

W e have the larg
gloves, Men’s heavy oversocks. Bovs est assortment this
oversocks, Boys’ knit caps. Boys' win
season we ever had.
ter overcoats. Boys’ rubbers. Men s
M en’s, W om en’s &
fur caps.
Children’s Felt and
FOX BROS, c o
Moccasin Slippers—
$1700.00
$1700 buys a comfortable home with Best Gift Out—Use
suitable place for auto or horse, good
ful and nice, always
cellar, large lot of land 66x165 feet
! just the place to raise garden truck. acceptable
Only 10 minutes walk to Square.
Men’s hand knit mittens. Boys’ wcol

Worth a great deal more but must be
sold at once. Don’t wait come at on' e
and get a real Bargain.

FOX BROS. CO
Real Estate and Life Insurance

P al mer s
9

Shoe Store
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M O I BIGHT

NATIONAL BLUE SKY

j

stance, smuggling is the chief occupa- to laugh until President Poincare for-; sheriffs notice on the hapless propriw
Britain and Ireland has contributed
...
n
n
n
n
i
n
i
r
tion
of many of the ^lexicons on both mally decrees the “ cessation of hos tor if he fails to l i e 1; the apartment*
8,400,000 of her people and Germany
LAW IS i KUd A d LL tjlu American and Mexican sides of tilities.” At which time the tenant this Winter.
more than 6,000,000.
Ireland with
Alarmed by the multitude of fake j the Rio Grande— it is their livelihood, may start worrying, although he has
Frse Baptist
more than 4,000,000; Great Britain
There are other war-time rpgulaand ily-hy-night promotions get-rich- Though not especially profitable, and two years after that date before he
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
with a little less han 4.000,000 and
tions
in Frame which will be affected
quick schemes which are menacing the ; certainly an occupation fraught with need move to another apartment.
Morning service at 10.30 A. M
Scandinavia, with something less than
by the legal ending of the war. The
investment
market
and
making
capital;
gra^t
personal
risk,
it
seem
to
be
an
Senday school at 12.00 M.
Of course the tenant lias to keep
2.000,000 have together with Germany,
scarce for legitimate development 'attractive trade, for the Mexican would up payment of rent. But the lease government controls the importation
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M.
contributed more than half of the
projects, Congress i preparing to en- |rather “ put one over” the Customs cannot be terminated until two y ars ot all foreign articles. This measure
livening service at 7.60 P. M.
total immigration to our shores since
will continue tor four or six months act a National “ blue sky” law at this |inspector than cat tortillos. Ilis wares after the formal ending of the war.
Special must? by choir.
the beginning of the Revolutionary
even longer in some <ase.s after the
Choir practice Monday nights.
session.
f in this line are sotol and mesquel, Many here are in Prance who con
war.
president
s declaration. Should price#
All are cordially invited te come and
President Wilson has called uponjnatjvo liquors with
a taste
like sider this war measure of France as
“ When we take the German immigrafor farm products and other things
Congress for such a law in his message l gasoline and an effect warranted to the one thing that will keep a roof
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins
not adjust themselves the govern
Taesday night church prayer and tion of the United States beween 1<C» on the higb cost ()f living. He urged dispossess mental faculties.
over their heads until October, 1921.
ment may continue to hold power as
and
1890
and
compare
it
with
that
the
passing
of
this
m(Ulsure,
saying:
prutse Service.
Smuggling of sotol is accomplished
Most of the French people live in in war times.
from other countries, a somewhat , ,.There is a 1)in now pumiing before
in devious ways, sometimes the Mexi apartments which they have leased for
Chereh of the Good 8hepherd, Houl startling result, and one usually tin( ,ongr(1KS whi(.hf if ,)asaed. would
'I’he French Parliament itself is only
can women and children aiding the a period from one to 20 years. In or
ton, Maine
suspected, is disclosed.
The
total : d() mu(,h t() 8top SI)e(;„ iation and to i nien. There was a ease of two in
holding over in virtue of extra con
dinary times the landlord was
re
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
arrivals of aliens in those 114 yeath prevent the fraudulent methods of pro- spectors who after a long wait, lying
stitutional war powers.
Necessity,
quired to give six months’ notice to a
SUNDAY SERVICES
aggregated 15,689,000, of whom more m()(k)n by which our people are annu
rather than law, keeps deputies and
flat on the ground, saw a big Mexi-j tenant if he desired the apartment
Holy Communion at 8 A. M. also on ! than 6,000,000 were British and Irish
two-thirds of the senators in office, as
the Ir s t Sunday in the meadi at [and 5,125,000 were Germans, which ally fleeced of many millions of hard can who was suspected bide some-j vacated. War and its sequels have
earned money. I refer to the measure thing behind a stack of wheat. They'm ade many landlords desire to change their legal term has long since ex
16.86.
j shows that one alien out of every
by the capital issues com- .arrested the man, who seemed not in tenants or at least force them to a pired. Many French people believe
Morning Prayer and sermon at 10. |three arriving in America during more proposed
‘ .j
ee for the control of securities is- tj10 ]oasf perturbed, andthen
in-. new lease
with greatly increased rent, that the elect ins following the presi
f t , Sunday School at 2.80.
[than a century of our existence was
dent’s decree will put things to right
Rvsning Prayer and sermon at 7. |a German. Only the United Kingdom sues. It is a measure formulated b> , speeded the wheat stack, which eon- Hence a law was passed enabling1
in the country.
men who know the actual conditions coaled a gallon jug of sotol.
'tenants to keep their apartments after
8#
j shows a greater production.
of business and its adoption would [ The haequol where the Mexican . their lease expired, and in spite of the i Now’ the treaty has been ratified ia
First Baptist
|“ Since 1890 the trend has been very serve a great and beneficient purpose.” ijved was aiso searched.The Mexi-' landlord’s
will, two full years
a ft-’ the French Parliament, President

CHURCH SERVICES

Court S t
j different. With more than
17,000,000Many thousands of Government em-,(.an mother with a hut full
of children 1er the legal cessation of hostilities, Poincare will declare the legal end o f
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
immigrant arrivals since that date, pioyees struggling along on meager ' waK perfectly calm, but it was noted
Political economists and moralists the war.
lt.S t morning worship with sermon, only 1,023,000 have been Germans. II , salaries are being induced by luring (ha( sho called a lo.ycarold child to say the law is all wrong. Property is
l i t # Bible School with classes for from his number a proper deduction . prospectus to make investments in her side. Later the child was discover- property and such a law prevents the
men and women.
is made for those who returned to these fake or highly speculative stock- G(j creeping along close to the wall proprietor from doing what he wants
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor. their home-land andthose who
have selling schemes. The officials in every 1toward the door. He was clutching to j with his property. But such argu7.
M gospel song service and sermon.
died since theirarrival, itwill be seen Government department have heard of i His stomach a pint bottle of sotol.
'meats do not impress the tenant who
8.t t Aftermoetlng.
that there are fewer than a million ; liundrds of such cases. The Liberty
In am>ther case a Mexican, after is enjoying the protection given
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week former subjects of the Kaiser in this ' ,)omiH which all Government workers ; swimming the river floating a keg of under the law.
prayer service.
country who have not been here more bought are being lost in this way, as a sotol. which he steered with one arm.
One ease may be cited where a
Choir rehearsal each Tuesday even- than 29 years. Of more than 8,000,000 number of the promotions schemes do ; landed on this side, where
several tenant had been paying rent for 15 C om forting re lie f from p a i o
lug at the close o f the regular prayer people of German birth and immediate a land office business in swapping the American soldiers happened to be years in an apartment. At the time
makes Sloan’s the
meeting.
ancestry among us, less than 1,000,000 speculative stocks for the bonds be- strolling along the hank. The sight of the signing of the armistice, the

KNOCKS OUT PAIN
THE FIRST ROUND
W o rld ’s Linim ent

fall to have the background of birth hin(1 which the Government stands. |nf th(, armed Americans filled the ; landlord sent him a notice that to
or long residence in America behind
The Treasury department has issued Mexican with terror, and he deserted keep the apartment he must agree to
This famous reliever of rheumatic
them.
soreness,
stiffness,
painful
repeated warnings against such stock , his keg "pronto,” and swam back to ; pay higher rent, release the landlord aches,
“It Is Interesting to note the other (leais and Houston Thompson, a Fed- his own country.
from obligations of heating the house sprains, neuralgic pains, and most
other external twinges that humanity
foreign elements that have entered in- j oral trade commissioner, has made aj Quite often
the Inspectors make [during the Winter and accept a lease
suffers from, enjoys its great sales be
to the make-up of American popula-; campaign, speaking before a number Jseizures at a
“ baile,” or on some j for only three months’ time. In other cause it practically never fails to brinfj
tion since 1776. What a wealth of ()f iarge organizatons on this subject, j occasions they have been successful j words he w as liable to be ousted speedy, comforting relief.
Always ready for use. it takes little
blood that wonderful little island, i Qne statistician in the Government in attending a wedding. At
these every three months to make wray for
to Penetrate without rubbing and pro
Ireland, has given us! More
Irish I service, has figured out that there are j jollifications there is always sotol or a tenant who would pay a little higher1
Methodist Episcopal
duce results. Clean, refreshing. At
people have crossed the seas to be- 44 800 companjes w’hose stocks and niesquel hidden away. Toward morn-! rent. Such a notice from the land-; all drug stores. 35c, 70c, $1.40.
MBttary S t
come part of us than have remained : bon(j s are practically “ mere scraps of big, for they
dance all night,
the lord was legal under the old law', j
Mev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
behind. It is remarkable that so small paper” and this does not begin to , revelers become so intoxicated
with but the tenant merely sent word by [
PBhlie worship at 10.30 a. m.
an island— smaller, Indeed, than the reach the total of defunct corporations liquor that they forget to be discreet a return messenger that he would j
The Sunday School at noon has or- state of Maine— could in a century
promoted within the last three years, j nnd it is not difficult to follow one of take advantage of the war-time meas- ;
4sgtood classes for men and women. and a half send us enough people to
I^ i n i m ^ rrt
World’s Work recently listed the thom to his
1,re- Now the tenant and hi« ^HowJnutor League meeting and class for duplicate the present population of our
names of 1,086 of the worst of these * Thoso hor(,er Moxic-ans have a device tenants have even agreed to serve a ,
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
states having an aggregate area as
stock-selling schemes. Oil promotion for carrying wood on their burros. It
Bpworth League meeting at 6.15
large as the United Kingdom, France,
ventures that are considered by Gov is made of a branch of willow bent
p mGermany and Austria-Hungary to
ernment experts to be “ not worth the into a circle with strips of hide or
Praise and Preaching, at 7.00.
gether.
paper on which they are printed." rope fastened to it forming a network
P ru t J. H. Lindsday, organist and
One
basked
is
“Austria-Hungary stands next on the hayo a (.apitalization of $4S0.000.noo. in basket shape.
chair master.
list of contributors to the immigrant All sorts of industrial organizations balanced on each side of the donkey,
P r e fe r meeting at 7.30 Tuesday
of
stream that has flowed from Europe to have recently been floated and are sell with wood piled high. Dottles
•fusing.
America. Although Austro-Hungarians ing their paper right and left, with a liquor tire often concealed among the
Chrlatian Soience
T h is L a d y T E L L S H e r F R IE N D S
began to immigrate in considerable capital of more than a billion dollars. wood, topped usually by bundles of
grass.
* Sunday Service
at Presbyterian numbers only when the arrival from , Mining promotions are listed at about
western Europe had begun to fall off, the sanie f,gnr(,s
Church. 11 A. M.
Mrs. Mary Fricke, 507 Bornman St., Belleville,
FIRST C H UR C H OF H O U LTO N
111., is just one of the many thousands of ladies
sufficient have come from the dual
FRENCH
TENANTS
In the special session of Uongress
throughout the country who, after an agony of
monarchy to populate the state of
TO SIT TIGHT
Unitarian
the House made a start on legislation
years, have at last found health, strength and
Texas
to
its
present
density.
Italy
has
Sitting back lazily in his chair the
Military Street at Kelleran
vigor in PE-RU-NA.
to curb this swindling of the public.
Preaching Service regularly every sent us enough of her people to Representative Edward T. Taylor of tenant in France can smile and lei
Her own words tell of her suffering and recovery
duplicate the population of Montana,
better than we can do it:
“ I suffered with my
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
Colorado, who has a wide and sympa surely puff away on a cigarette while
stomach, had awful cramps and headaches so 1
Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon, Nevada, Utah
the
irate
landlord
demands
him
to
In December on the 14th and 28th
thetic interest and experience in min
often could not lay on a pillow. Saw your book,
Colorado,Arizona and New Mexico,
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00
ing developments, and who is desirous vacate. Even an expired lease will
tried PE-RU-NA and got good results from the
while
England’s
and
Scotland’s
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
first bottle. To be sure of a cure I took twelve
of fostering legitimate, honest develop cause him no \on v. He can continue
Tel 186-W ! contribution, 3,889,000 in all. together
bottles. I have recommended PE-RU-NA to my
114 Court Street
ment of oil prospects in his home
friends and all are well pleased with results. I
with Ireland’s 4,500,000 gives a total
state , is father of a bill on which
will not be one day without PE-RU-NA. Ha.e not
of 8,389,000, or plenty to populate all
extensive hearings have been bold by
had a doctor since I started with PE-RU-NA, wl,n h
( the states lying west of Texas and the the judiciary committee.
was about fifteen years ago. I am now sixtv-tl.rce
Secretary
. , .
. Dakotas. The Russians who
have
years old, hale, hearty and well. Can do as much
Glass of the Treasury
Department
"High hope for the proposed AmerlA
.
.
„ l10
work as my daughters. I feel strong and healthy
.
,
. come to our shores number .’.,419,000.
representing
the
canlsm program Is held out by a study !
^
. Hl , Paul V. Keyset',
and weigh near two hundred pounds. Before, I
• . ^
,
..
,,
A 'They could replace one-half of the
MRS. M A R Y F R IC K S
lit vestment Bankers Association of
o f the remarkable way the United
\
weighed as little as one hundred. I hope lots of
A ft e r you e a t— a lw a y s take
_ ,
_ _ ,
. . population of New England.
people
use
PE-RU-NA
and
get
the
results
I
did.”
An
experience like
America,
and
others
prominent
in
the
States has absorbed the amazingly j
that of Mrs. Fricke is an inspiration to every sick and suffering
financial field strongly urged passage
large foreign element of its population”
woman.
of this measure.
a bulletin from the National ^
If you have catarrh, whether it be of the nose, throat, stomach,
i ( T o r y o u r a c id - s t o m a q ^)
Geographic Society.
j
We suppose there are many who set
With the support of Government de
bowels, or other organs, PE-RU-NA is the remedy. It is not new;
it is not an experiment. PE-RU-NA has been tried. PE-RU-NA has
Instantly relieves Heartburn,Bloat*
In describing the volume of this in-! out, perhaps 20 years ago, to save partments and agencies and legiti
been used by thousands who once were sick and are now well. To
ed Gassy Feeling. Stop9 food souring,
f lu . not generally realized, which was l|20>000> an amount which at 5 per cent mate investment enterprises Repre repeating, and all stomach miseries.
prevent coughs, colds, grip and Influenza and to hasten recovery
sentative Taylor proposes to press
halted by the European war, the bul
Aid* digestion and apoetite. Keep# stomach
there is nothing better.
would net $1000 a year—an income
this measure for- passage as early as eweetand strong. Increases Vitality and Pep.
letin quotes from a communication to
PE-RU-NA will improve the appetite and digestion, purify the blood,
E ATO NlG la the best remedy. Tena of thou
I upon which an elderly couple could possible in the session which opens to
sooth the irritated mucous linings, eradicate the waste material and
the society as follows:
sands wonderfully benefited. Onlycoatsa cent
or two a day to use it. Positively guaranteed
! then live without great sacrifice of day.
corruption from the system. It will tone up the nerves, give you
"W ho can estimate our debt to im
to please or we will refund money. Get a IMS
health, strength, vigor and the joy of living. Do what Mrs. Mary
has today. You will aee.
$1000
migration? Thirty-three million people j pride or comfort. But what
Fricke and thousands more have done—try PE-RU-NA. You will bn
For Sale by O. F. French & Son
h «V « made the long voyage from alien would buy in 1900 and what it will buy MEXICAN BORDER SMUGGLERS
glad, happy, thankful.
shores to our own since it was pro now are great in their difference.
Houlton, Maine
Prevention of smuggling on the
Tablet or Liquid. Sold Everywhere.
claimed that all men are horn free and There is nothing for the man to do border is a problem which lias not
•qatl. and liberty's eternal Are w a s ;but (o keep , he pa,.k on his
been satisfactorily solved. The United
kindled first on American soil! It is and abandon that picture
and
-!
the states custom force is small
as if half the former German empire pleasant autumn of life which wa his inadequate. At Presidio. Texas, for inshould embark for America, or all of stimulant in his years of thrift.
p r»w a r England except for the county
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
Meanwhile the man hear-; thear sts
of Kent. It is as If all the population
C x* Jt: ;
Whereas Frank H. Murphy of Per)
crying that the high prices ha ve <ome
o f all the states of the United States
because earnings rise to meet them. Eairfieldt in the County of Aroostook
-* * * • &
west o f the Mississippi, plus that of
and State of Maine, by his mortgage
Earnings of men beyond threescore, dc'>d dated Marrh 6, 1912, recorded in
Alabama, should have come boldy to
bookkeepers and clerks and little store Ante'took Registry of Deeds. Volume
America.
keepers? Not on your efficient lile. 259 1’age 2X0, conveyed to me. the
V}yJ
"History records no similar move
professor! Meanwhile, also, the man undersigned, certain real estate situate
in said Fort Fairfield being a portion
ment o f population which in rapidity
sees the administration tossing around of the south half of lot numbered
or volume can equal this. Compared
v ♦.
the edges of the food problem and sixteen (16) according to Gardner's
to it the hordes that invaded Europe
:;V-.V£
never touching the base. He sees the survey of the west half of Plymouth
from Asia, great and enormous as they
administration putting out a list cj Grant township north of the Aroostook
River, reference to said mortgage
were, were insignificant.
fair food prices which has no result deed or to the record thereof being
"O f the 33,000,000 who have come. except mirth on the part of the grocer hereby expressly had for a
more
more than 14,000,000still live with us,
tbe butcher. He sees stupidity particular description of said premises
and their children
and children’s and extravagan(.e paid for with taxes; «nd whereas the condition of
said
,A M E L S supply cigarette contentment beyond anything
mortgage has been broken, now there
children are now in good truth bone and he pays the taxes
you ever experienced ! You never tasted such fullfore by reason of the breach of the
o f onr bone and blood of our blood.
a
fore
T h e n th e m a n l ookn at hiw b a n k book co nd i t i o n t h e r e o f , I c l a i m
bodied rtiellow-mildncss; such refreshing, appetizing
"Not long ago America crossed the or his railroad stock, and he, too, closure of said mortgage.
flavor
and coolness. The more Camels you smehr the
Dated at
Fort
Fairfield, Maine
hundred*mllllon line in the number of would like to laugh, but the joke on
November 25, 1919.
greater becomes your delight— Cannes /we such a ciga
its cltisens, and it is interesting to hlm ig too ghastly. No goif or civic
HERBERT W TRA ETON.
rette revelation !
note the composition of that popula improvement for him. Back to the old By his Attorney,
T V
M
.
Roberts.
tion.
Everything about Camels you find so fascinating is due to
v,:.
stool!
349
" T o begin with, there are 11,000,000
their quality— to the expert blend of choice Turkish and
colored people, including Negroes, In
choice Domestic tobaccos.
dians, Chinese, etc. Then there are
VV.
You’ll say Camels are in a class by themselves -they seem
14,600 people of foreign birth among
* z
made to m eet yrour own personal taste in so many vrays!
us. In addition to these, there are 14.000,000 children of foreign-born fathers
Freedom from any unpleasant cigaretty after-taste or un
and mothers and 6,600,000 children of
pleasant cigaretty odor makes Camels particularly desirable
forelgn*born fathers and
native
^ t. ~Sr
to the most fastidious smokers. And. you smoke Oma is as
mothers, or vice versa. When all of
>- \r«■
>. V/ -Z
liberally as meets your own wishes, for they never tire ycur
these have been deducted from the
r. . - ’
taste ! You are always keen lor the
100,000,000 only 54,000,000 remain of
full white native ancestry.
cigarette satisfaction that makes
First Congregational
Rev.
M. Thompson, paster.
Morning service at 16.30.
& S. at 11.46.
Juntor C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
Baadtr C. B. Society at 6.36 P- M.
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening
at 7.46.

Sloan's
Keep ii h a n d y

Will Not be One Day Without

S*

’■T

P E -R U -N A

33,000,000 CAME TO U. S.

•ays

NO QUITTING WORK NOW

m

"Yet the 35,000,000 American people
who are of foreign stock— that is.
foreign born or the children of a
forelgn*born parent— include some of
the most Illustrious citizens of our re
public. Even the President of the
United States, himself has only one an
cestor-who was horn In America, and
the list Is long and notable of states
men, captains of industry, leaders of
finance, inventors, makers of literature
and progress, who have strains of
blood not more than one generation on
thfa side o f the sea.
"A n examination of the statistics of
American Immigration shows that
since the foundation of our govern
ment the United Kingdom of Great

Camels so attractive. Smokers real
ize that the value is in the cigarettes
and do not expect premiums or cou
pons !
Compare Camels with any ctiH/irette in the world at any price !

COUGHS.
COLDS
AND TMC
THROAT
•freemen t runeon.
M E D IU M

y —a—
•■■■«.•»sj

K e m p 's B a is a m
might have prevented this
illness and expense.
S T O P T H A T COUGH N O W
with

KEM P’S BALSAM
Guaranteed.

i >-conin:enri

rtire s u p p l y

R.J.REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.
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, cratic school system offering free edu- Dirigible balloons in the war were ed to incendiary bullets discharged jwas listening and gazing up lapturou •• j lier lather i^aoied her question.
rendered of small account by incen- from airplanes.
Iy into his eyes.
.,, ,
. .
•,
,,
. _
i
|
I
John,
lie
uuuiessing me
diaij piojectiles, wine i se
iem on
. , ,
Suddenly she lurried round.
Tie young man. "yon know I've
never
fire. O n e spark, to ignite t ie lye ogen,
st-mdimr mitsirip the front '^)ul iKul <JDcn.d; and there, just in-' complained about your staying late,
Progress has marked the first 20 |tion the percentage of adult
and the biggest airship became almost;
H>D 'v u standing outside the front g
sU)o(1 ^
falher (.lad in u (he,s- an(l nn net woing to complain now;
years of American administration in j has
been reduced frm 7 •
instantly a mass of flame. Observation door having a final cliat after his
.
?
/
.
1
uu
J
ing-govvil.
.but, tor goodness sake, stop leaning
Porto Rico, in the opinion of Gov. less
than GO per cent, in 9 ■
balloons, ordinarily stationed four evening (all.
,
.
v
f„4,.iv
ii,, ..... . i
;
IKt , i,,.
"Mv dear lather,’ sho asked, "wha< agramst Hie bell-push. Other people
Arthur Yager. The changes have been
in
1899 there were -1,*
lo
c
, . . . .the
miles
behind
firing l:.ne, were fanly
He ua, 1 a. i;
a.vinst Die ueoi
•
, . ,.
.
a„ n,t ..
80 remarkable, he adds, as to be with-1attending schools as
' ' 1 1 safe from gunfire, but often succumb-; post, talking in lew. dui.-ei tones. Him _1S tho matter*
'
' ’’
' ,v '
J
« . t parallel.
. 160.794 children
in 1919-20.
1he
These 20 years of American adminis- number of teachers has increased
tration ended in April last. In a state from 525 to 2984. There were no
ment reviewing them, Gov. Yager said: public school buildings 20 years ago.
Now there are 529. The expenditure
Greater Progress Coming
for schools 20 years ago was $288,098
“These two decades of
progress an(i for 1918-19 the school appropriamnde by Porto Rico under the Ameriwas $2,467,702.
can flag, taken altogether, constitute
jn is99 there were ltiu miles of coma record which I believe cannot be pieted insular roads, now the island
equalled bv any people anywhere in has 721 miles of road,
the world in tho same length of time.
The courts are now administering
It Is a record creditable alike to the practically an American system of
Porto Ricans themselves and to the justice. The public health service has
great free republic to which they owe been built up and health conditions
allegiance. Much of It is due to the “ tremendously improved.’’ A modern
liberality and generous aid of the great system of taxation has been developed.
American government and people, but Wages are declared to have been in^
c t I L
^
. nest of the credit is due to the creased and the condition ot labor
splendid co-operation of the
Porto much improved.
Ricans themselves.
Without their
“ The large floating municipal debt,
cooperation little of this
progress which in 1909 amounted to $501,128,
could have been
mad,e.
but
the has completely disappeared," says the
people of the Island have
eagerly governor, "and now all the municipalavailed themselves of every opportun- ities close their financial operations
Ity offered them for improvement.
each year with cash surpluses on hand,
“With patriotic devotion to their while during the earlier period only
Island and with real aspirations for debts remained."
progress, they have made a quick
--------------------response to all the changes that were
O N LY SAFE
necessary for development. In politics
CAD n
and government, in education, in
G A S FO K d A L L U U N o
commerce and industry, in social and
The navy department is building at.
moral Improvement, they have offered Fort Worth, Tex., a huge plant for the
their co-operation and aid to the manufacture of helium gas. The outforces that have made for betterment, put will be for the use of the army and
“This is the simple truth as to the navy to fill war balloons
past, and this is the best augury for
It takes about 40,00 cubic feet of gas
tho future. It seems easy to predict to fill an ordinary observation balloon,
Edison, the greatest inventor of the
Come today to our store, and bring the
that, barring untoward and unexpect- such as employed for directing gun
age—
whose
numerous
inventions
have
family
along. Pick out your Amberola
ed events, the next two decades will tire. For a big military dirigible tho
brought
greater
comfort
and
enjoyment
and
a
selection of records to fill your
see even more wonderful progress and requirement is from 2.000.000 to ::,000.into
the
daily
lives
of
countless
millions
Christmas
with music. Then tell us just
development.
000 cubic feet.
“ In the 20 years under American adHence the obvious importance of .
of people— has expressed the wish to
what terms of payment will suit you best
ministration a public debt has been making the stuff cheap. A year and a
see a phonograph in every home in the
and we will come to a satisfactory agree
created, which at the present time is half ago it cost $1700 a cubic foot to
U. S. A . this Christmas!
ment. > Whereupon we will send the
a HU© more than 110,000,000. On the ' manufacture. Later, it came down to
Amberola and records to your home at
other hand, permanent public improve- $80. Today, it is very much cheaper;
f Edison knows how much brightness
once, and you will have the merriest
meats have been built which are of but nobody will say how much it costs,
and cheer music brings to the family
lasting benefit to all of the people, because of rapid change as processes
Christmas
your family has ever known.
circle— how a phonograph makes home
t
hath for the present and of the are developed.
more attractive to young and old alike
The genius of Edison makes his Amberola
fg t j r e »
Natural gas in the region about Fort
superior to ordinary phonographs and “ talk
,— and he doesn’t want money to stand in
Worth contains 2% per cent, helium.
ing
machines** in purity of tone; in the per
No Graft or Waste
Thus, there is plenty of it. but the probthe way of any family obtaining this su
manent
Diamond Point Reproducer (no needles
Against the public debt of $10,056,- jem is to separate it without too much
preme enjoyment.
to
change);
in the wonderful Amberol Records
• • • there have been expenditures expense. Experiments have hardly
that
are
almost
unbreakable and everlasting.
That
is
why
we
are„able
to
offer
youj
le r permanent public improvements more than begun, and experts think
You
can
get
all
the world's best music on
amounting to $16,626,386— or more than that possibly helium gas may yet be
Edison's New Diamond Amberola— the]
Amberol
Records;
famous opera singers,
fl. f S in permanent Improvements for made available at 25 cents per 1000
world's greatest phonograph value—^
latest
popular
songs
and dances, bands,
eaeh $1 debt. This includes expendi- cubic feet.
on practically your own terms /
ballads,
hymns.
N
ew
records
issued every
tures of $6,490,982 for road,s and
if this can be brought about within
month.
Amberolas.are
priced
from
$41.00
fcridffes $4,218, 404 for public buildings the next few years we shall live to
Never mind how heavily theChristmas
up.
aad $4,917,000 for an irrigation system. see regular air lines of dirigible
season will tax your financial resources
U rn cost of many minor improvements, balloons operating, for freight and
I^This offer open until Christmas day—un
— you don’t have to go without a pho-J
including municipal water works, passenger service, between New York
less our stock of Amberolas is exhausted
nograph a day longer— you can have
before then. So make rure o f yours— come
sewers and lighting systems,
the and Chicago and ’twixt
other iman Amberola in your home right away. I
see us without delay.
Insular Telegraph and other items, portant points, even clear across the
aggregating many millions of dollars, continent.
m o not included In these figures.
The air we breathe contains one
aMfcough much of he municipal in- part in 25,000 of helium. There is a
dobtedness is Included in the public good deal of it in volcanic gases,
___
\
delk.
Barring hydrogen, it is the lightest of j
“ In the face o f a statement like this,” known substances.
Reduced to a
says the Governor, “ there is no room liquid, it is colorless. As a solid it
fo r charges of graft or waste or ex- would look like so much clear glass
ttavagance.” and he points out that but as yet it has not been brought to
there are many larger countries today that condition.
having four times the public debt and j A mixture of 85 per cent, helium gas
not half so much to show for the and 15 per cent, hydrogen (contemplatnssney.
sed for all-round airship use) has over !
^
^
_ .
.
i 93 per cent, of the lifting power o f;
c oo
y em
n arge
. hydrogen. One thousand cubic feet of !
H O U L T O N , M A IN E
Educational conditions today, when it will 1Ift 70 pounds. It is stored in
compared with what is to be desired steel cylinders under great pressure,
acterlsed as gratifying, although when eacji cylinder containing 200 cubic
compared with wha is to be desired f eet 0f Kas The wastage
through
aa still depressing. There has been j fai>f>ies is half that of hydrogen,
created In Porto Rico a modern demo- j n will burn find cannot explode, j

PORTO RICANS
|cation to the children of the island.
SHOW PROGRESS [ As a result of this system of instrue-

m berola
(^hristmas

Read This Remarkable iO ffer!

D o n ,t M iss'T h is C h a n ce To
Get Ed ison ’ s N ew D ia m on d
Amberola On Your Own Terms

CCM FANY

A S T L E M U SIC

%
%

!
Would you buy
him for Xmas
A H art Schaffner A Marx Suit
A H art Schaffner A Marx Over
coat
A Good Beacon Bathrobe
A Good Pair of Crossett Shoes
A Good Pair
Overshoes

of

Straight

line

A Patrick Mackinaw
A Good Metropolitan Suit of
Pajamas
A Good Nightshirt
A Good Bates Street Silk Shirt

I

A Real Classy Muffler
A Classy Silk Collar

You will find this the right time—-this store the
right place and in this store the right goods.
You will please take notice that only Standard
Brands find a place on our shelves. It would
tickle to death, any one of the boys in the store
to wait on you.
Don’t wait until the last
moment, they can give you better attention
now, so as long at it has to be done, you might
as well have it over with.

A Pair of Silk Hose

A Pair of Good Arm Bands

A Pair of Fancy Suspenders
A Fur Cap

O r For Sonny
A fine Guaranteed Suit
A Fine Suit
A Fine Lubel Blouse
An Extra Cood Union Suit
A Pair of Johnson Pants
A Mackinaw
A Cap or Hat
A Belt

A Real Fine Tie
A Pair of real fine Pants

A Leather Vest

Green, “My Clothier”
A T YOUR

A Pair of Stockings
A Play Suit

^

A Trunk

^

SERVICE

a

r * r * r a

r * r

r s

r jr g

r \
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A
B e r e s B o p :;?# G B a t A e $ e a s o t) B r in g
G o i I l l iU B e s f o j G v e r ijtB in g !

O N L Y

NI NE

D A Y S

M O R E

TO

CHRISTMAS
Have You

Done

All Your S h o p p i n g

Yet

The people o f Houlton and Aroostook County have responded splendidly
to the Holiday spirit and are flocking to our store to choose gifts of all
kinds.

W e have prepared for this and while a lot of things have been

sold, we still have a good selection of Christmas things for you to choose
from, B U T

YOU

M U S T C O M E N O W , before the best is sold.

,

For your convenience we are listing some of the items which we have and
which will make appropriate Christmas gifts.
Georgette Crepe or
Crepe de Chene Waists
Newest models, plain, beaded or em
broidered. Priced as low as $4.98
and as high as $15.00

Plaited Skirts
Plain or Pleated models
W e hereby guarantee that our’s is
the best selection of Plaided Skirts
to be found in Houlton. No matter
what kind of a Skirt you want— W E
H A V E IT. Come and look them over.
Priced $6.98 and up to $25.00
W e also have a fine selection of
Skirts in the plain cloths such as
serges, poplins and velvets. All colors
Priced $3.50 to $18.50

Prices are reasonable
Hosiery

Variety
Value
Service
Style

Always acceptable and always appro
priate as a gift. Silk Hosiery $1.00
to $2.75. Boot Silk 59c to $1.25,
Lisle, Cotton Fleece lined and Cashmere at all prices.

Furs

y

Silk Petticoats
About 150 Silk Petticoats to choose

i

from and almost every one a different
color or style. Priced very reason
able from $4.50 to $7.98

Bathrobes

A K
~ )r,---

£

./ft

f
f

Boudoir Caps
A gift that will be appreciated by any
one.
Our selection of dainty Bou
doir Caps will please. Prices 50c to
$3.50

©

■■-/T'-’W*,

a

\
f

In addition to the above we would suggest
Belts

Dolls
To yv^

Bags

Cloves

Beads

Purses

Corsets

Waists

Ribbons

Mittens

Pq^fume

Rompers

Blankets

Bloomers

Kimonos

Housedresses

Sweaters

Neckwear

Moating Toys

Traveling Sets

Underwear

Handkerchiefs

Toilette Water

Fany Aprons

Silk Umbrellas

Talcum Powde:

Silk Camisoles

Bungalow' Aprons

Silk Underwear

Flannelette downs

Men’s House Slippers

Cap and Scarf Sets

Suits
Coats

Children’s Dres
f

Shopping Bask
Flannelette Pet

and Many Other Things

LADIESGARMENTSTORE
MARKET
S Q U A R E

Its

A good selection of Ladies and Miss
es Bathrobes can be had at a very
reasonable price. A very good choice
as a gift. Prices from $3.50 to $8.50

Can you think of a more suitable gift
than a set of Furs. Or a separate
scarf or muff. NO — you cannot and
to get the right fur you must come
to this store as we can assure you
that our selection will meet with
your approval.
Racoon, Ited Fox,
China W olf or Fox, Fitch and Coney
are only a few of the many kinds we
have. Sets are priced from $15.00
to $100.00.
Separate Scarfs from
$8.50 to $50.00 and separate Muffs
from $5.00 to $50.00

Ties

G

HOULTON
MAINE

IN LADIESWEAR
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BERLIN TRIED TO
BULLET WOUND BETRAYS
GET KAISER
SEX OF GIRL SOLDIER

OFF

be replies to the council's demand for
the setti ng of a day when the Berlin
g o ver nment would sign tlie* protocol

PAGE 1LBTSN

regarded as a tailsman, and it was
The news that our destroyers had
supposed to bring good hick and to reached Queenstown actually appeared
make its wear er beloved. In f a c t . there in tiie German papers several days be

PARIS.
Nov.
29 --Germany
1ms and al l ow the trinity to go into effect, w a s nothi ng to prove that bad luck
Included in the party of 1,000 Czecho
proposed to England, France and Ital.v The Germans would apparentl y have ; e v e r was attriouted to the wear i ng of
slovak heroes which called for home that the allies forego their demand (i()ne tliis at once if the allies bad the opal. H o w e v e r , in John Raski n' s
recently from Newport News on . the for Germans guilty of crimes against agreed to let their criminals go; but " De uc a l i o n" i< found the story of tin'
last lap of their long trop from Siberia, humanity during the war, in return since the allies refused, they said they libel and its refutation.
Sir Walter Scott was the creator of
to go home and talk it over with
was a brown-eyey, good-looking young for wh<ch Germany would agree n o t;
the opal myth. In "Anne of Geierto object to treaty commissions lack- their government. And they went,
woman whose thrilling experiences
stein," one of his novels written in the
ing Americans. Prompt rejection of
R e t u r n o f P r is o n e r s
4nring the ppast five years are going
early part of the 19th century, he intro
this proposal by the allies is the big
Then' were other matters discussed
to make her as much of a heroine feature of the present bizarre situaduced an opal which was supposed to
such as that of the return of prisoners
he endowed with magic powers and
when she reaches her home in Prague tion between Berlin and Paris today.
and when the Berlin government, in
which brought disaster and tragedy to
as she has been to the valiant Czech This proposal also throw slight on
tended to sign the protocol. The two
all who came within its influence. The
soldiers with whom she has been what the German government seeks notes received from Berlin put for
; story of the master romancer of his
to gain, from the failure
ot
the
associated for the greater part of that
ward written arguments about prison
time was widely read and the supersti
American
Senate
to
ratify
the
ers and paying for the Seapa Flow
period. Her name is Anna Holokova, Versailles treaty.
tion that, all opals are unlucky was
fleet, hut they don’t answer
the
though her soldier countrymen, who
horn. It traveled around the world and
By her signing and her ratification
8 hnesttons. nor tlo they afreet became firmly fixed in the popular im
idolize her, know her as Anna Holik. of the Versailles treaty Germany has i
of course agreed to surender these the big issue of German war cr.tmnals. agination.
She is twenty year old.
In th.s question, which up to a few
The Lightning Ridge opal fields in
Bight years ago Anna Holik, then men. She knows that a list of then.
has
been
prepared,
and
that
their
<
^
5 »W> “
regarded as settled there Australia were discovered a little after
12 years old, was sent from h4r home
ghe is more at stake than appears on the
Sir Walter set the myth going. When
in Czechoslovakia to her uncle in indictments have been drawn
surface. Many of the men demanded
Queen Victoria ascended the throne in
'Warsaw, Poland, for the purpose of knows that as soon as the treaty
included
studying music. Two years later, the comes into efTect she will receive the *>y ‘ he ■>” “ * ere members ot the null- IN 17 her coronation gifts
tarist faction in Germany and have
some magnificent opals sent by her
war broke out, and the Russians list and will he expected to hand over
Not only that,
triends at (0Urtloyal subjects in the island continent.
poured over Poland, arresting every the accused. The allies demand that
but they have
friends
in power
she
sign
the
protocol
before
the
treaty
,)Ut
The
young Queen was delighted with
one whom they thought might have
She declared
■German tendencies. Though only 14, |is put into effect, coupled with the throughout Germany, who not only the gorgeous gems.
jAnna was one of the first to be put j treaty situation in Washington, places «•»»<! fo r ‘ hem. hat approve a d , lor nothing so beautiful could be unlucky.
she which they are Indicted. The present
But. despite the efforts of this royal
into prison. For six months she |Germany in a position where
languished in the filthiest kind of a j thinks she sees an oppurtunity to German government is not very strong champion, the myth persists vaguely
.
.
and apparently what has happened is
throughout the world today, when su
Jail. Then she was given a hearing j
that the militarists have made a deperstition is supposed to have been
and thrown back into prison on no ;
Knew She Could Make Trouble
mand on the Ebert government to
consigned to the limbo of forgotten
other grounds than that shd was j
I learn that when the German save their friends and the governnonsense.
m suspect.
protocol
commission met the allied ment is seeking to oblige them.
i
Months of Soldiering
! representatives last
week
in the
This being the situation, both sides
At the end of another six months, conference which has been somewhat have their eyes turned toward Wash GERMANS PREPARED
she wi.s released.
She went
to shrouded In mystery, Von Lorsner and ington. The Germans move lias hope
FOR OUR DESTROYERS
■Moscow where she was taken into the Von Simson told them that Germany lessly blocked the allied plans to put
Perhaps the Germans did not
protection of friends until somewhat knew she could make difficulties by the treaty into effect. Dec. 1. Germany actually have advance information of
OTer the effects of the terrible year j objecting to treaty commissions with wants to wait until the Senate takes the arrival of the first detachment of
in Jail. Upon the formation of the lout American membership. Then the up the treaty again, to see what hap
our destroyers, but they certainly did
Czech army, she donned a man’s iGermans made their proposals that pens; and, without meaning in any
display remarkable skill in divining
wniform and for many months fought the allies should not insist on their way to agree to any part of Germany’s what was to happen. At least it was
Germans, plea for her criminals, the allies feel
aide by side with the Czech soldiers. demand for the accused
a remarkable coincidence that for ihe
<One day she was wounded by a bullet They said that to force Germany to that they may as well wait a week first time in many months a submarine
h i her cheat and the physician in hand over the men demanded by the or so to see how the wind blows in laid a mine field directly off the
the American capital.
charge discovered that she was a allies would break up the nation.
entrance to Queenstown the day be
When the allied representatives re
woman. Upon her recovery, he refused
fore our ships arrived. Soon after
-to allow her to go bock to soldiering, plied that they would not consent to
ward a parent ship of the destroyers
BAD
LUCK
ALWAYS
but permitted her to remain as a such a trade, the Germans replied that
arrived and encountered the
same
the
allies
sought
by
putting
the
treaty
morse.
ATTRIBUTED TO OPAL welcome; and soon after that a second
This she did, exposing herself to into effect to break up Germany, and
Do you know why opals are consider- parent ship found a similar mine field
constant danger and sparing herself therefore, Germany was in no hurry to ed unlucky? Of course you don’t. It
awaiting her arrival.
mothing— her one thought being to have such a treaty go into effect.
is a safe venture that none of your
morse her beloved Czechs. She was
They also opposed
the allied acquaintances will be able to tell you.
wounded twice again, but always demand for reparation for the sinking opals are not unlucky—no more unsturdily refused to leave the dangerous of the Scapa Flow fleet and the lucky than a diamond, a ruby or any
lif t the was following.
conditions governing the return of other gem. But the superstition that
Then one ill-fated day she was German prisoners, but this opposition they bring misfortune Is universal.
captured by the Bolsheviks, and for was only camouflage to hide the big
And no one person in a million knowsWhy givehard earned
money
th ree weeks was a prisoner again. deal to save the apostles of Kultur.
why. The secret is found in the to theFertilizer Companies?
When the Czech soldiers succeeded
This goes a long way toward ex- history of the opal.
Buy better goods at lower prices
In rescuing her, she was in a bad plaining why the supreme council has
In ancient times and in the middle prge y 0 u r own common sense
.mental condition subject to the wild paid absolutely no attention to the ages the opal was one of the most
and save money by ordering
est fits of hysteria.
German notes received, purporting to highly esteemed of gems. It
was
your chemivals of the Federa
In a clumsy way they attempted to
take care of her and soothe the
j tion.
'broken nerves, which had at last suc
These are the prices for High
cumbed to the strain of years of
Grade materials delivered to the
'horror and abnormal living. Just about
Locals:
that time there was a Czech sanitary
train leaving for Vladivostok laden
4-8- 4
$48.00
with Invalids who were to be trans
4-8- 6
53.00
ported home by the American Red
4-8- 7
55.50
Cross on the steamer Madras. It was
56.00
decided to send pretty Anna Holik
along with them.
4-6-10
61.00

S tra ta g e m .

"Some portions of your last speech

were a tritle ungrammatical."
fore we had released it in the British
‘‘Made ’em that way on purpose,"
and American press. Thanks to the
vigilance and efliciency of the gallant replied Senator Sorghum. ‘‘There is
British mine sweepers, however, the no possible advantage in being mis
enemy gained nothing from all these taken for an uncompromising high
preparations
brow.”

WHEN YOU DO YOUR
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
you’ll find it safe, economical and con
venient to pay by check—assuring
receipt for every payment.
The Houlton Trust Company invites
your account subject to check.
Checking Accounts are solicited.

Houlton Trust Co.
H o n i t o n .M a in e
a

g

g

g

y

i g

s

Farmers!

Houlton Savings BCnk
H b U L T O N , M A IN ,E ’

EVERY D O L L A R

i
o\
■
00

You Deposit in the

5-8- 7

A. R. C. To the Rescue

Milled on Honor—Ideal for
E v e ^ Baking

TOWN TALK FLOUR

IT *15^

^

00
1
00
1
lO

She made a hit upon the stage,
Her newest song was all the rage;
With truly operatic power
She sang the praise o f Town Talk Flour.

The young girl was put on the train
and nursed very tenderly during the
i v e weeks trip to the coast. She
responded quickly to the kind treatmront and by the end of the trip she
was practically normal and In the
seventh heaven of delight at the
thought of going home
Another blow was dealt to her by an
officer of the Czech forces in Vladi- j
woetok, who said that there was -not j
only no room on the Madras for the ■
little nurse, but there was also n o )
room in Vladivostok, and ordered her |
-to be returned to Omsk
j
Upon hearing this news. Anna |
suffered a relapse, the whole memory j
o f the hardships and suffering she had
endured bursting upon her. The Czech
soldiers, who one and all idolized
Iheir brown-eyed sistrltchka, were
n io t y o u r
Immediately up in arms and their [
Intercession finally resulted in Anna
being sent to the American Red Cross
Sidney d le ea se is no re s p e c te r o f p e r 
Hospital at Russian Island, a hospital sons. A m a jo r it y o f the ills afflic tin g
to d ay can be traced b ac k to
for Czech soldiers near Vladivostok. ; people
k id n e y trou ble .
The American nurses vied with each
T h e k id n e y s a r e the m ost im p o rta n t
r g a n s o f th e body.
T h e y a re the
■ether in caring for her and it was n ot: ofllterers,
the p u rifiers, o f y o u r blood.
Jong before Anna’s condition showed
K id n e y disease is u s u a lly in d ic ated b y
the greatest improvement.
i w e a rin e s s, s l e e p le s s n e s s , n e r v o u s n e s s ,
desponden cy, b a c k a c h e , s t o m a c h t r o u 
She was not content, however, to ble, pain in lo in s and l o w e r a b d o m e n ,
g
atones, g r a v e l, rh e u m a tism , s c ia tic a
-remain in the hospital and do nothing. a na ll
d lu m b a g o .
A s soon as she was strong enough. | A ll these d e ra n g e m e n ts a re n a t u r e ’s
-she Insisted on being put to working j s ig n a ls to w a r n you th at the k id n e y s
need
help.
You
sh o u ld
use G O L D
tinr**-1" the otb^r invalids. It seemed j M E D A L H a a r le m O il C a p su le s Im m e
ms if she
never <7r> enough for >
others. She watteu on the ill, cheered
the depressed, and in every way show
ed herself to be as sweet, womanly
end lovable as if she had always
lived a quiet, protected life at home.
T h e only trace
of her terrible
experiences now remaining is an ocemaional nervous spell.
Before leaving Vladivostok she
presented one of her friends with a
srosll revolver with which she claim
ed to have killed two attacking
Bolsheviks.

60.50
63.00

We do not employ traveling
salesmen and agents to sell on
commission. Place your order
with your nearest Local and
save the salesman’s commission.;
These prices are subject to
slight changes but are as like
ly to be lower as they are to be
higher.

Aroostook Fed. of Farmer

First

National Bank
of Houlton, Maine

Is under the supervision of

United States Government

\—

W e pay

4% on T i me

Deposits

heart

IT ’S Y O U R KIDNEYS

J

j

d ia te ly . T h e s o o th in g , h e a lin g oil s tim 
u la te s the k id n eys, re lie v e s in fla m m a 
tions an d d e stro y s the g e rm s w h ic h
h ave cau sed It. Do not w a it u n til to
m o rro w . G o to y o u r d r u g g is t to d ay and
in sist on G O L D M E D A L , H a a r le m O il
C ap su le s.
In t w e n t y - fo u r h o u rs you
sh o u ld fe e l h e alth and v i g o r r e t u r n in g
an d w i ll ble ss the d a y you first h e ard
o f G O L D M E D A L H a a r le m OH.
A f t e r you feel th at you h a v e cu red
y o u r s e lf, co n tin u e to t a k e one o r tw o
c a p s u le s each d a y , so a s to k e e p In
firs t-c la s s co nd ition an d w a r d o ff the
d a n g e r o f o th er attac k s.
A s k fo r the o r ig in a l Im po rted G O L D
M E D A L bran d . T h r e e sizes. M o n e y re
fu n d e d i f th ey do n o t h e lp you.

Lay a bet on
rolling ’em with

Albert

Copyright 111*
by R. J. Reynold*
Tobacco Co

the national jo y smoke

M YE YOUSGROFULA?

D O L L I N G your own cigarettes with Prince Albert is just
X \ about as joy us a sideline as you ever carried around in
your g rip ! Por, take it at any angle, you never got such quality,
flavor, fragrance and coolness in a makin’s cigarette in your
life as every “P. A . home-made” will present y o u !

H ew Said to Be aa Often Acquired
ae Inherited.

It is generally and chiefly indicated
Isy eruptions and sores, but in many
■var,cs it enlarges the glands o f the
r.
affects the internal organs, es.iVv the lungs, and i f neglected
- - •' develop into consumption.
*''* <.'.""os many troubles, and is
: '-''-nv Ac'i] by impure air, un-!;o!ei .. e f j od, bad water, too mu; !i heat
•<*r coM, and want o f proper exercise.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the medicine
That has been used with so much
satisfaction by three generations, is
'wonderfully successful in the treat.JMnt of scrofula. Give it a trial.

H a cathartic or laxative is needed,
'take Hood’s Pills,—there is nothing
Asfttcr for b'liousness or constipation.

'.out'tXhnt&S
-----B R O A D W A Y
N e x t t o E lk s C lu b

H&<>

P H A R M A C Y ------

P r e s c r i p t i o n D r u g g is t

M a in S t r e e t

A w a itin g y o u r sav-so, y o u 'H
fin d to p p y re d bag s, tid y re d
fin e, hand so m e p o u n d a n d
h a lf p o u n d tin h u m id o rs —
a n d — t h a t classy, p ra c tic a l
p o u n d c ry s ta l g la s s h u m id o r
w ith sponge m o is te n e r top
th a t keep s P rin c e A lb e r t in
such p e rfe c t con d itio n !

R. J. Reynold. Tobacco
Company
Win *ton-Salm b , N. C.

Prince Albert puts n ew smokenotions under your bonnet! It’s so
delightful rolled into a cigarette and, so easy to r o ll! And, you just take
to it like you been doing it since aw ay back! You see, P. A. is crimp cut
and a cinch to handle ! It stays put —an d y o u d o n ’t Jo se a Jot w h en y o u

F ringe a l b e r t

sta rt to hu g the p a p er around the to b a cc o !
You 11 like Prince Albert in a jim m y pipe as much as you do in a homerolled cigarette, too! Bite and parch are cut out by our exclusive patented
process. You know P. A. is the tobacco that has led three men to smoke
pipes w h ere on e w as sm o k e d b e fo re . Yes sir, Prince Albert blazed the
way. And, me-o-my, what a wad o f smokesport will ripple your w ay
every time you fill up I

10;
&

9

c r i m p

;■

m5 h b e m

>*
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SURROUNDING

SPECIAL CHURCH NOTICE

congratulations.

Hundreds out to H ear Chaplain
A. J. Croft

TOWNS

.Christmas services will be held at
the Methodist Church next Sunday
at 10.MO A. M. and at 7.00 P. M. There
will be a Christmas sermon at the
morning service and Christmas hymns
and selections at both services. A
special feature in the evening will
be the reception of a large numbber of
young people on Preparatory member
ship.

Do Your

Seldom is a community stirred as is
Hodgdon and vicinity by the Evange
listic services conducted by Chaplain
A. J. Croft.
The Chaplain has a way of present
ly iss Vera Thompson is spending
MONTICELLO
the Christmas holidays at the home ing the plain simple Gospel that gets
” James Hoyet has moved his family of her prents. Mr. and Mrs. O. L. a grip on folks, and people hearing
from the Robertson building into the Thompson.
him once are anxious to hear him
Baptist parsonage.
Miss Mary Hand, Miss Harriet again. His methods are sane and
Dr. H. H. Cheney, who has been in Taylor. Miss Faye Wilson and Lee sensible, he has a
very
pleasing
Adults will be received the first,
town the past week, left Saturday Jamison of R. C. I. are home for personality, and all who listen to him
W e have a full line o f Christmas Goods.
Our line
morning for Montreal.
Christmas vacation.
feel that here is a man who is dead Sunday of the New Year.
There will be a Christmas concert j Mrs. Daniel Dixon died in Houlton in earnest, a man with a deep religious
contains gifts suitable for all ages. Call in and look
and tree in the Methodist church on j Saturday forenoon. She was enjoying experience, and with a message that
them over. No trouble to show goods.
Wednesday- evening, Christmas Eve. j good health and doing her usual work can lift men.
There will be a social dance in iwhen she was stricken with a paralyticDespite the bad weather of
last
Grange Hall Friday evening, Dec. 19th. Ishock Friday, and never
regained week the people came in increasing
Music by Hogans orchestra of Houl- j consciousness. She will be
greatly numbers to the services till on Friday
ton.
i missed in her home, where
she was evening the church was filled even to
the vestry.
Mr. Pearl Bubar and wife left Mon-' devoted to her family.
On Sunday morning, though the
day morning for Bangor to attend the ,
-----------------snow was falling most unpleasantly,
State Orange being held there this
BRIDGEWATER
a congregation gathered that packed
W6€*k«
Postmaster A. B. Carter moved the ; Alvin Randall has been in Dexter the main auditorium. In the evening
nearly all he seats were taken half an
post office last Monday to the McLeod j the past week.
M on, Where he will continue his
Mrs. Etta Barrett was in Presque ilour before the time to open the
Jewelry business as usual.
lisle a few days recently.
service, and before the song service
Mr. Olie Flewelling died at his j Robert Jamison expects to go soon was en,]e(i there was standing room
home on the Lake roadSunday j
to Lowell, Mass, to work. only. It is estimated that nearly three
morning after a lingering illness of j Jessie Everett came Saturday from hundred persons were present at this
about a year. He leaves a wife, father Sanford for a short vacation.
service.
mother, also a brother and sister to I Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Jamison will go
Tuesday evening will be Cary and
jG g
-p v
i Monday to attend the State Grange, pjnneus night and large out of town
mourn his loss.
i Mona Good is ill with mumps and delegations will be expected. Wedi there are several cases of chicken negday evening is Sunday School night,
(pox in town.
At this service the Sunday Schools of
LINNEUS
Mrs. Elizabeth Hadley is real poor- | Osgood the Jeweler in Houlton has ])0th churches are asked to be present
just the stock for selecting presents, an(j sj£ jn ciasses. Every one above
This Man W ill Be A t The
nine years of age whose name is on
,yMra ^B e rT ^ a n d and two children j th5f
i,1?^
Mrs.
Randall
has
a
nice
line
of
silk
pie
Sunday
school
roll,
or
whose
DREAM NEXT M O N D AY
t are visiting relatives in Fryeburg.
Miss Nora Tozier was visiting with petticoats for Xmas, also hand made nanie should be on the Sunday school
21 years Electrical experience
to
be
Mr. Henry Tozier in Houlton last yokes and collars. The Perkin s store ron jS urgently requested
next
above
hotel.
present
on
Wednesday
evening.
6 years at the Battery Business
week.
«
Vellar Nelson, who is attending
Thursday evening is Ladies’ Aid
Mrs. Claud Ruth spent several days
5 year# with the Electrical Supply Co. o f B oston -th e la*t
Bangor business college
and Ida njgbt. All the ladies who are memS L g g F - * * week wltb MrB' ,0hn Stackpole of the U. of M.. are expect- tiers or shoultl be" members of either
two years as shop foremah
Mr J F Rideout of Auburn was ' e<1 borne Saturday.
Ladies’ Aid will be especially welcome
called here by the death of his sister, I
\A i? ° i the, M' f ' c5“ :r°!l at this service- Fr^ a y evening is mens
64 H IG H ST
TE L. 374-W
M n Geo
bold *beir
sa^e a^so *anc* night. On all these special nights
H O ULTO N
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Rhoda 0f |articles Friday p:
Dee.^19 at^Mrs. seat8 will be reserved
until
7.00
o’clock for the folks who are particular
Hodfdon .pent Sttnday with Mr. an<l|A- L Stythams opposite the hotel.
ly invited to be present. The public
Mrs. Harold Russeir.
~
will be made welcome at all these
Mr.
Mrs. Ralph Pitman returnservices.
j
ed to their home in Fryeburg last
Next Sunday will be the closing day [
week, after visiting relatives here.
A Union Service was held at the M.
M n . Harold Logie left last week j E. Church o n
Sunday
evening, of the Campaign and if the interest ;
for Gardiner where she is visiting her IChaplain Croft delivered an inspiring keeps growing the church will be far ;
too small to accommodate the crowd ;
Mr. and Mrs. William Weed, j message to a crowded house.
Miss Willa Stewart, who has been j The United Baptist Ladies’ Aid that will come. All who wish to
In Madlsnn Hospital the past month, (Society have postponed their sale and secure seats will please come early.
w u hie to return home last Saturday, isupper until Saturday afternoon and When the church is full the service j
!
M n . Geo. W. Bates passed away evening, Dec. 20th at the Town Hall. will begin.
On Saturday evening Chaplain Croft
Union Evangelistic Services will be
last Thunday evening, Dec. 11th at
the age o f 68. The deceased leaves held at the M. E. Church each evening will deliver his popular lecture, “ By !
husband, four sons Howard, Gordon, this week except Saturday by Chaplain Products of the World War.” Tickets
Elmer and Karney and one daughter, Croft. Plan to attend and bring some 35 cents for adults, children under
twelve 20 cents. Tickets on sale at i
M n . John Little, all of Linneus except one with you.
Mr. Amos Leavitt of Farmington the office of G. H. Benn and at the
Elmar who resides in Ludlow, a sister
B R Y S O N ’S O R C H E S T R A — 6 Pieces
P r ic e , $ 2 .8 6
Mrs. Bart McIntosh of Houlton and and Mrs. Cristiana Benn of this town Post Office. No one should miss hear
Pictures, 1/^x2^ inches
Mr. Rideout o f Auburn.
Funeral were married at Bangor, Me. Thurs- ing this lecture by a man who spent a
services were held at the home on j day, Dec. 11th. Their many friends year on the battle field of France.
Sunday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Cosman of j ■
H e r e is an ideal camera for
Ludlow spoke comforting words to the j
the children. W ith it they
8.00 till 9.00
9.00 till 11.30
bereaved ones. Mrs. Bates was a ,
can do just what the grown
faithful true worker and a member I
o f the Baptist Church in New Limerick |
T H E P IC T U R E
ups can— makegood pictures.
Three selections were sung by Mr. j
Pictures
o
f
childhood
days,
and Mrs. Tuell and Mr. and M rs.1
o f sports and pets and play
Campbell. The four sons acted as Pall I
f e a r e r s . The casket was covered with I
mates, made by the young
beautiful floral pieces. Interment in
sters
th e m s e lv e s — there’s
Linneus cemetery.
'
O R D E R O F D ANC E S

Christmas Shopping
NOW!

BRIDGEWATER DRUG CO.

Winter Battery Storage
WALLACE R. GEROW
Storage Battery Expert

For the Children s
*Christmas

and

HODGDON

YE O L D IH E DANCE

parents,

A T TH E H E Y W O O D
THURSDAY EVENING

No. 0 Brownie

Concert & Pictures

LITTLETON
Roy Crouse is expected home from
the hospital this week.
Wuldo Hanning, who has been ill
with quinsy sore throat is better.
Vlrtonds of Mrs. Wm Tilley will be
apf i y to kflow that she is still very ill.
ffys, gamuel Adams is critically ill,
having been stricken with paralysis
quo day t a t weak,
1*. H. 8eh66*s, Master of Littleton
Grange^ Jqft Monday for Bangor to
atftria the State Grange.
Mrs. Arthur Griffin and daughter of
Mapleton were recent guests of Mr.
and M n . Ralph Hamilton.
Don't forget the basket social and
eoneert at the Grange Hall Friday
evening, Dec. 19th. Everybody wel
come.
Rev. Mark Turner and wife and
Charles B. Porter attended the Quarter
ly meeting at Hodgdon, returning
home on Monday.
The many friends in Littleton of
M n . George Bates of New Limerick,
were grieved to learn of her death
and extend sympathy to the bereaved
family.
The next meeting of Littleton
Grange w ill be Saturday evening, Dec.
20th. Ladies please remember the
Harvest supper and bring a good
supply o f food.
Pauline Campbell, Lulu Campbell,
Helen Adair, Byron Titcomb, Elwood
Tracy,
Gladsy
Henderson,
Respa
L illey and Vesta Golding, are home
from R. C. I. to spend their Xmas
vacation.
Miss Eva Watson, daughter of Mr.
an«i M n . J. A. Watson, was taken to
the Aroostook Hospital on Tuesday for
treatment. Her many friends hope
that the out of doors treatment she
is receiving may prove beneficial.
There was a large and enthusiastic
gathering of farmers at the Federa
tion meeting Friday evening. J. H.
Phil brick, County Agent, addressed
the meeting on home
mixing of
Fertilizer. Many orders were received
for fertilizer chemicals and quite a
number of farmers joined the Federatoln.

Christmas
Goods

pleasure not only for them
but for you.

Practical Gifts such as

Other Brownies up to $19.95
Kodaks, $9.49 up

BRIDGEWATER DRUG
COMPANY

Mrs. Rachel Longsaff visited Mrs.
i. L. Thompsan, Friday.
Don't fall to attend the box social
nd sale at he school house, Friday
renin*.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Baptist
burch w ill meet with Mrs. Lyman
febb, Wednesday.
Rev. H ., H. Cosman was called to
innehs Sunday to preach the funeral
»rmon o f Mrs. George Bates.

Waltz
Two-Step
Lady of the Lake
One-Step
Waltz
Five-Step
Tw’o-Step

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Portland Fancy
Fox Trot
Waltz
One-Step
Waltz
Two-Step
Waltz

A D M IS S IO N 35c., including the tax

r

Thursday Evening, Dec. 18, 1919

Special Sale on this famous ware

Seed, Skates, Tubs, Snow Shoes

TEMPLE THEATRE

A. M. Stackpole, Jr.

Program W eek o f December 15, 1919

B r id g e w a t e r , M a in e

A Whole Week of REAL Pictures

Christmas

W E D N E S D A Y and T H U R S D A Y

SATURDAY

H earts o f Hum anity

M A D L A IN E T R A V E R S E
i n .............

Featuring

SHOPPING NOW

D O R O T H Y P H IL L IP S

W e have a full line c f Christmas Goods. Gifts suit
able fo r all the family. Come in and see them. No
trouble to show goods.

L. A .

Barker

&Company

O a k fie ld , M a in e

This wonderful production of humanity and
the war is great, when people say they do
not want, war pictures they are not referring
to productions like “ H earts of H um anity.”
Few pictures have equaled it. There is the
most beautiful mother you ever saw. in this
picture, unless R is your very own. Thrills,
heart throbs, tears, smiles, all these emo
tions are given expression in this, the best
of the best. A picture that will live in the
hearts of specators for years. Prices 17 and
L\S cents.

The Splendid Sin
A drama of High Life.

This is described

as

a great drama of mother love aud a wom
an's power to uplift others.

A drama tha*

tugs hard at the heart strings of men and
women alike. Also Tw o Reel New S E N N E T T
C O M E D Y and W E E K L Y

NEW S

4 Shows Daily 2. 3.30— 7. 8.30
Admission

H and

17c

MONDAY
FRIDAY

w .w .y .i

in

Gem set rings
for sale here

Adventure in Hearts

J

t ‘ ’)

M an ta TOiimtfe v a l u a b l e

gifts this Christmas

F,S,jthebuyingpublic.atholidaytime,i<jgrowingmorediscriminating. Giving just for the sake o f giving something is poor
judgment at bothends, W hy not bestowgifts that will last—
thathavegenuinevalue-thatrepresent something really worth while.

Y

lust such gifts. Beautiful, valuable,
highly-prized gifts that endure.
Cut glass, jewelry in a wonderful
new variety, watc hes and clocks,
dainty additions toM i-Lady’s Jewel
case— Perhaps a silver service or a
•ingle piece of exquisite design.

i Not ice This picture was released Dec. 7th
only twelve days old. Do you like new picMires‘.’ i
Robert Warwick is peculiarly fitted to play

Then there are the famonaW.W.W.
Gem Set Kings. You could make up
au entire Christmas list from the
ide selection.
Best of all, these rimrs are guaran
teed and, being nationally adver
tised, are known everywhere as a
quality article.

Maks tbU a “ JEWELRY STORE" Chmtmis-you will not regret it.

N. W. GERRISH
OAKFIELD, MAINE

i: l
"S trictly

C re d e n tia l”

The very essence of purity, eujoyability and
refinement is embodied in this latest pro
duction featuring the petile Madge Kenne
dy and you will find here a soothing remedy

dashing hero in this picture as lie has re

for that wearied pent up chuckle.

cently been through some thrilling adven

the film version of Jerome & Jerome’s hu

tures in real life, serving for the period of

morous story "Fanny and the Servant Pro

tin' war in France. In his capacity as a
member of General Pershings staff he vis

blem.

ited practically every front, went "Over the

o-

Thisstore.althniurliaJrwfOryShop,

MADGE KENNEDY

R O B E R T W A R W IC K

f t :

is filled to Christmas brimming with

LUDLOW

1
0
3
4
5
6
7

Liberty Aluminumware

LETTER B
Mrs. George Mitchell has been visitig relatives in Monticello.
Mr. and Mts. John Shell attended
te Quarterly meeting In Hodgdon on
onday!
George Carpenter went to Milo
with
iturday for a short visit
latives.
Mrs. C L. Davidson of Houlton
ent several days last week with
laUves here.
Michael Rugan and family have
>ved to their home recently purchasin Houlton.
Miss Lillian Brown of Hodgdon,
m been the guest of Mrs. James
urdiner for several weeks.
Miss Millie Scott closed a success1 te rm O f school on Friday with an
foresting program, which was well
riled Out by the pupils of the
bool. Miss Scott will sgend her
cation at the home of her parents
Hodgdon.
The members of the Sunshine Club
ve a supper to their families at the
me of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Thompson
Wednesday evening.
At seven
dock the tables, temptingly laden
th good things, were filled by 42.
ople who thoroughly enjoyed this
llclous supper.

Bryant W ashburn in “Love Insurance"

Community Silver
0
the Glass Ovenware that is giving
1 j r l “ X . such good satisfaction

Dancing

Top” in several drives and was discharged
with the commission of .Major.

This is the

third picture he has made since returning
from service.

The story is a picturization

of Anthony Hope’s novel “ Captain Dieppe"

This is

Also E D U C A T IO N A L W E E K L Y
TUESDAY
IR E N E C A S T L E

in —
“ Invisible Bond”

Released November 2?>»
The most beautifully gowned woman in the

will capture your heart, win your admira

world, in a strong compelling drama of a

tion and held you for the entire performance.

man and wife and their tragic mistakes.

Also H O O L IG A N C A R TO O N S and A N IM A L

powerful human story of life as it is . Also

REEL

R ED G L O V E and W E E K L Y

Rev. Dr. Lowell a leading clergyman of Louisville sent an unsolicited testim onial
claim ing “ The M iracle M an” as the best sermon preached in his city, another th a t he
would gladly show “The M iracle M an ” on Sunday. You can invite your most prejudic
ed friend here December 24 and Christm as Day. Prices 28, 39 and 55cts.

A

